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1.

INTRQDUCTION: SOME EVENTS OF THE YEAR

1.1.

Senior staff
Professor
Leo
de
Maeyer
relinquished
his
distinguished leadership of the Instrumentation
Division at the end of February 1981, on completion
of his secondment from the Max-Planck-Institut fUr
biophysikalische Chemie at Gottingen, to which he
has now returned. Dr. Arthur Jones was appointed
Acting Head of the Division in his place.
Professor Heinrich Stuhrmann gave up the post of
Head of the Hamburg Outstation on 30 September 1981
and returned to the University of Mainz. Drs.
Juan
Bordas and Michel Koch were appointed Joint Acting
Heads of the Outstation in his place.
Professor ,Demetrius Tsernoglou of Wayne
State
University, Detroit, and a Greek citizen, worked in
the
Laboratory for 3 months in
June
1981,
preparatory to joining the EMBL as a senior member
of the Structures Division full-time in January

1982.

Dr. Hotse Bartlema, Microbiological Safety Officer,
left the Laboratory on 30 September 1981 to return
to his post at the Medical Biological Laboratory of
the TNO at Rijswijk, the Netherlands.
Mr.
Desmond Gale, Head of Personnel, gave
post on 31 August 1981, and was succeeded
James Pasquill (previously of the British
in Jeddah).

up his
by Mr.
Embassy

Dr.
Hanns Weiss was appointed
Pro·fessor
of
Biochemistry at the University of DUsseldorf during
the year, but will not give up his post at the
Laboratory until the end of March 1982.
Dr. Ari
Helenius was appointed Associate Professor in the
Section of Cell Biology at Yale University Metiical
School, and left the Laboratory to take up his
appointment at the end of May 1981.
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1.2.

workshops and symposia
The following courses, arranged by members of the
staff in the teaching laboratories, took place in
Heidelberg.
- on
cloning and gene expression
Murray, N. Murray & M. Zabeau, 10-20
students)

(K.

20

- on
membrane traffic in the animal cell
(D.
Louvard & others, 5-16 October, 36 students)
Both the above courses were sponsored by EMBO.

The following workshops took place
on
12.!:.§.SS1d.C.SL.:1.g_!;UQ1..Qgy,
organized
by
H.
Frauenfelder & B. Jacrot at Villard-de-Lans,
near
Grenoble,
for about
30
Darticipants
together with staff members (9-11 Aoril).
- on computiug and DNA sequences, organized by G.
Hamm & K. Murray at Schonau, near Heidelberg,
for about 30 participants together with staff
members (27-28 April).
- on
biological structures, organized by
L.
Philipson
at
Heidelberg,
for
about
16
participants together with staff members (23-24
September) .
- on developmental biology,
organized
by
L.
Philipson
at
Heidelberg,
for
about
16
participants together with staff members (19-20
October) .
- on
x-ray detector development at the EMBL,
organized by A. Jones at Heidelberg, for about
6 participants together with staff members (15
December) .

The
seventh EMBO Annual Symposium
entitled
Ribosome Structure and Function took place in the
Laboratory from 28 September to 2 October, with
upward of 200 participants.
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1.3.

Public relations and the press
In
1981, as in previous years, the public and
press showed a lively interest in the EMBL.
This
was expressed in the constantly increasing number
of requests to visit the Laboratory from schools,
polytechnics and universities. Thus in 1981
over
220 schoolchildren and students visited
the
central
Laboratory.
Questions of
general
interest were answered by the administration, and
the scientific staff
information about work
being carried out at the EMBL and about current
research projects.
Several articles about the EMBL and its research
were published in newspapers and magazines by the
local and national press of the host country, the
Federal
Republic
of Germany, and
by
the
international press.
The two main German television companies, ARD and
ZDF, produced programs in which EMBL scientists
took part and shots of the Laboratory were shown.
As
part of a topical report, one of the news
programs showed an interview between its chief
reporter and the Director-General.
One of the largest publishers of school books in
the Federal Republic of Germany came to the EMBL
to take photographs for various biology and
physics textbooks.
A documentary film entitled
"Research in Industry and Science" was made by
one of the largest German concerns with help from
the EMBL. This film has since won an award.

1.4.

Language courses and vocational training
The regular language courses begun in 1980 for
members of personnel in the three
official
languages of the EMBL,
English,
French
and
German, continued throughout 1981 and proved very
popular especially with new members of personnel.
These courses were attended by 184 participants
during the year.
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Owing to the specialized nature of their work, it
became necessary for eight technicians to attend
courses for further vocational training.
They
were thus given the opportunity of
galnlng
additional qualifications and higher diplomas.
1.5.

Visitors
Visitors during the year included Mr. R.H.
Bird,
Deputy Secretary for Higher and Further Education
and Science, Department of Education and Science,
United Kingdom; Mr. J.-P. Brunet, Ambassador of
the FrenGh Republic in the Federal Republic of
Germany; Dr. D. Frenzel, Scientific Advisor,
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany,
Washington, USA;
Prof. A. Laufs, Rector of the
University of Heidelberg and Prof. G. Roher, Prorector;
Dr. Quadbeck-Seeger, Head of
the
Research Division, BASF; Dr. H. Sekine, Manager
of Research Facility and Construction Division of
the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research,
Saitoma,
Japan; Dr. S.N. Sen, Senior Planning
Officer, Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research of India; Hrs. B. Weber, Member of the
European
Parliament; Prof. G.
Weisskirchen,
Member of the Bundestag of the Federal Republic
of Germany; Dr. H.
Zeittrager, Director.
of
Administration,
Gesellschaft
fur
Biote,chnologische
Forschung,
Braunschweig,
Federal
Republic of Germany.
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2.

THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH OF THE L4BORATORY

2.1.

Changes in research groups

2.1.1.

The following new research group began
1981 in the Instrumentation Division

work

in

- on isolation of organelles with antibodies (Dr.
K. Howell).
2.1.2.

The following research groups
activities during 1981

terminated

their

in the Division of Cell Biology
- on the genetic analysis of embryogenesis in
Drosophila melanogaster (Drs.
C.
NUssleinVolhard and E. Wieschaus)
in the Division of Biological Structures
- on
the
organization
and
dynamics
cytoskeletal elements (Dr. B.M. Jockusch)

.

of

Also in the Division of Biological Structures Dr.
R. Leberman gave up his post as head of the group
working on the structure of bacterial polypeptide
elongation factors.
The work of the group will
continue under Dr. D. Suck, and meanwhile Dr.
Leberman has moved to the Outstation at Grenoble
where
he
is reorganizing
the
deuteration
facility.
In the Division of Instrumentation, Mr.
B.
Nilsson gave up the post of head of the Technical
Bureau.
In the Administration, Mr. Sietse Vrugt gave up
the post of head of the Building Maintenance
Group and was succeeded by Mr. Ernst Heinmoller.
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2.2.

Division of Cell Biology

2.2.1.

Developmental, structural and functional studies on
the insect nervous system
Members: N.J. Strausfe.d, H. Anderson, U. Bassemir,
G. Geiger, D.R.
.
Fellows: D. Byers,
* B. Mulloney* , R.N. Singh*
. . .
* J. Bacon,
* H.
workers. J. AIt man,
K.-G.
Fischbach*, J.T.
Sivasubrahmanian , R. Stocker , A. Thorpe

*

P.

Technical assistant: H. Seyan
Two key areas of investigation in neurobiology are
how neurons establish their connections to form the
intricate synaptic networks of the central nervous
system, and how these networks give rise to certain
patterns of behaviour.
The neurobiology group is
investigating these questions in a variety of
insect preparations which all offer the advantage
of being suitable for study at the level of
individual identified neurons.
Interactions among developing neurons and between
growing axons and their substrates. are
being
examined with a variety of electrophysiological,
anatomical and genetic techniques in Drosophila and
in locusts.
The laser microbeam surgery unit developed in this
group has proved to be a powerful tool for detailed
examination of the roles of specific neurons in
particular behaviours.
Two classes of neurons in
the optic lobes of the adult fly are known to be
functionally sensitive to movement and have been
considered
to
underlie
visual
orientation
behaviour. The laser microbeam unit was used for
removal of these neurons resulting in a decreased
response to wide-field moving gratings but leaving
fixating and tracking of single small objects
unchanged.
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Another approach used for analysing the structural
basis
of
behaviour has
been
the
combined
electrophysiological
anatomical
study
of
individual neurons. Intracellular recording of a
neuron's activity in response to a variety of
visual and mechanical stimuli is accompanied by
injection of fluorescent dye through the recording
electrode so that the anatomy of the neuron is also
revealed. Using the computer graphics system, with
programs designed by P. Speck of the
Analysis
Group,
these cells are reconstructed from serial
sections and then viewed from eight orthogonal
directions each of which can be observed as a
stereo pair to give depth information (Plate 1).
Over 40 successful recordings and cell
identifications have been made of neurons descending
from the brain and terminating in the thoracic
ganglion in regions associated with motor output.
During the past three years the group has improved
methods for recognizing at the electron microscope
level the profiles of neurons filled with markers.
This is an essential prerequisite for unravelling
the
"wiring diagram" of a nerve network
by
identifying the pre- and post-synaptic connections
onto
recognizable marked neurons
within
the
network.
In this way it has now been possible· to
describe the synaptic connections amongst neurons
of the vertical cell system
is possibly
involved in visual behaviour, as well as a chain of
neurons that elicit an escape response by the fly.
Neuroanatomical studies of behavioural mutants have
been further pursued as has the effect of various
putative inhibitors of cyclic AMP ohosphodiesterase
activity. Organization of thoracic motor neurons
and
interneurons is also being studied in normal
and mutant (bithorax) DrosoQhila.
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PLATE 1

Two
stereo-pairs
of the
giant
descending
neuron,
reconstructed from serial sections containing fluorescent
dye-filled
profiles
in
conjunction
with
electrophysiological recordings. The upper views illustrate
the posterior aspect of the cell (dorsal is to the left;
lateral to the top). A rotated view is shown in the lower
stereopair. The computer graphics unit is now an important
tool for visualizing intricate three-dimensional structures
of nerve cells derived from serial sections.
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2.2.2.

Enveloped viruses as experimental tools to study
membrane biogenesis and traffic in the animal cell
K.

Matlin

Simons, H. Garoff, A.

Fellows:*S. Fuller * ,
van Meer , M. Pesonen , J. White

*
Helenius,

K.

M. Marsh,
*

G.

Student: H. Riedel
Visitini
Kielian
Skene

,

workers:

D.

Bainton * ,

N.

assistants: E. Bolzau * , A.
B. Timm, H. Virta

Genty* ,
Ohlsen,

M.
B.

Until recently the efforts of the group have been
concentrated on the study of Semliki Forest virus.
The mechanism by which the virus enters its host
cell has been elucidated, as has the biogenesis of
the particle, especially its membrane.
These
findings
have recently been summarized in
a
Scientific American article ("How an animal virus
gets in and out of its host cell", Simons, Garoff &
Helenius, February 1982).
Not only have these
studies unravelled the life cycle of Semliki Forest
virus in its host cell at the molecular level, but
the work has also shed light on the general
principles governing membrane assembly and membrane
traffic in the animal cell.
The emphasis of the
work is now being shifted to another experimental
system. The cell line that has been chosen for
study is the MDCK cell, derived from the kidney
tubular epithelium. These cells grow as monolayers
with their plasma membranes polarized into two
domains, the apical surface membrane, facing the
extracellular medium, separated from the basolateral plasma membrane by a junctional complex
encircling the apex of the cell. D. Louvard and his
coworkers have shown that these surface domains
have different protein compositions. Somehow the
cell manages to sort its plasma membrane proteins
into the two separate domains.
For the study of
the sorting process use is being made of the
finding of Rodriguez-Boulan and Sabatini
that
influenza
virus
(FPV)
inserts
its
surface
glycoproieins only into the apical domain of MDCK
cells
during
infection,
whereas
vesicular
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stomatitis
virus (VSV)
directs
its
membrane
glycoproteins to the basolateral membrane.
Using
these viruses as tools it is hoped to find out
'-There and how the sorting of the apical and
basolateral proteins occurs.
The first objective
has been to map the routes that the virus surface
glycoproteins use during their transport through
the cell.
One approach is to follow the newly
synthesized proteins on their way from their sites
of synthesis to their final destinations.
Using
biochemical and morphological methods it is hoped
to find out where in the cell the FPV glycoproteins
part from the VSV glycoproteins. Does this occur
intracellularly, e.g. in the Golgi
or at
the cell surface?
Another approach to the characterization of the sorting process is to follow the
endocytotic routes from the two surface domains.
Are these separate re3ycling circuits from the
apical and the basolateral cell surfaces, or are
they connected?
Can proteins inserted into the
"wrong" membrane be routed to the right membrane
again?
To study this problem use is made of the
mechanism by which VSV and FPV enter MDCK cells. It
has been shown, in collaboration with H.
Reggio,
that both these viruses make use of a receptormediated adsorptive pathway involving coated pits,
coated
vesicles, endosomes and
lysosomes
as
stations along the route of entry.
In the lysosomal compartment a fUsion reaction is triggered by
the low intra-lysosomal pH between the
virus
membrane and the lysosomal membrane, which leads to
release of the nucleocapsid into the cytoplasm.
However, a fusion reaction can also be induced at
the cell surface if the extracellular pH
is
temporarily lowered. In this way the virus membrane
can be implanted by fusion either into the apical
membrane or, alternatively, into the basolateral
membrane. In the latter case the MDCK cells have to
be grown on Millipore filters.
The basolateral
membrane can be reached through the filter,
and
implantation experiments can be attempted from this
side. Thus far the studies made are in a too
preliminary stage to give definite answers. It can,
however, be said that endocytosis and recycling of
the virus proteins take place after implantation.
The tools are thus now at hand for the accurate
tracing of the membrane traffic to the
cell
surface.
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The apical and the basolateral proteins must carry
signals which direct them to their respective
destinations.
Studies are in progress to identify
these signals. This work is being carried out by H.
Garoff, C. Kondor-Koch, H. Riedel and B. Timm.
The
aim is to express cDNA molecules coding for the
SFV,
VSV and FPV surface glycoproteins in MDCK
cells and then to construct genes coding for hybrid
molecules, for instance having the external surface
domain from an apical protein (FPV) and
the
internal "cytoplasmic" domain from a basolateral
protein (VSV).
The virus glycoproteins span the
lipid bilayer with one external domain comprlslng
most of the protein, and a small internal Cterminus on the inside of the bilayer connected by
a hydrophobic peptide segment 20-30 amino-acids
long.
It is hoped to identify the portions of the
protein molecule which are recognized by
the
cellular sorting machinery as apical or basolateral
"address tags".
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2.2.3.

Early events in protein secretion and membrane biogenesis
Members: B. Dobberstein, S. Kvist, D. Meyer *

* L. Roberts, J.-H. Xln
. *
Fellows: D. Meyer,

Technical assistants: U. Hellert * , E. Krause
Translocation of proteins
the endoplasmic reticulum
D. Meyer, E. Krause, B.
boration with D. Louvard)

accross the membrane of
Dobberstein

(in

colla-

The first step in the secretion of a protein from a
eukaryotic cell is its co-translational translocation across the membrane of the endoplasmic
reticulum.
Certain proteins spanning the membrane
(cf. H-2, K,D,L antigens) are inserted into this
membrane. The group is studying the mechanism
underlying this process by characterizing
the
proteins involved. Two components have so far been
identified, and the structural properties, function
and mutual relationships between them and the
membrane have been studied.
One is a 250 kD protein complex of six nonidentical subunits.
It is a peripheral membrane
protein interacting with the membrane via a salt
linkage.
The other is a membrane-integrated 72 kD
protein of which a 60 kD fragment is exposed on the
cytoplasmic
side
of the membrane
(Meyer
&
Dobberstein,
1980 a and b). Antibodies have been
raised against the 60 kD fragment and shown to
block translocation across the membrane (Meyer
et al.,
1982).
For the binding of the 250 kD
complex to the membrane the presence of the 72 kD
protein or its 60 kD fragment is required.
The 60 kD fragment thus functions as a receptor for
the complex on the membrane. Walter & Blobel (1981)
have proposed that the 250 kD complex functions by
arresting translation of secretory proteins at an
early stage of their synthesis. This block in
translati6n can be overcome by microsomal membranes
and also by the fragment alone.
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A functional equivalent of the complex has been
demonstrated in rabbit reticulocyte lysate.
Its
presence here could explain why, for instance,
certain viral membrane proteins could not
be
translated in the reticulocyte lysate system.
The
characterization of the two components required for
translocation will permit
studies of their
molecular structures and the isolation of other
molecules involved in the translocation process.
Characterization of genes coding for major histocompatibility antigens (H-2)

s.

Kvist, L. Roberts, J.-H. Xin, U.
Hellert, B.
Dobberstein (in collaboration with A. Frischauf and
Lehrach)

Genes located in the major
histocompatibility
complex code for at least two classes of proteins,
class I or transplantation antigens, H-2K,D, L in
the
mouse and class II or
immune-associated
antigens,
Ia in mouse and
in man.
A
molecular analysis of these antigens and their
genes has been approached (1), by studying the
biosynthesis and cell surface expression of H2K, D, L and
antigens (Kvist et al.,
1982)
(2), by isolating and characterizing cDNA clones
coding for H-2 antigens (Kvist et al.,
198 i ;
Bregegere
et al.,
1981 ) and
supporting
the
isolation of a cDNA clone coding for a
antigen
in P.A.
Peterson's laboratory
(Wiman
et al.,
1982), and (3), by characterizing a gene
located in the Qa region by partial sequence
analysis and identifying a gene located at the K
locus.
The latter has been achieved by the use of
a low copy cDNA probe specific for a subgroup of H2 genes.
The K locus gene is now further
characterized by sequence analysis and expression
in L cells via transfection.
References
Bregegere, F., Abastado, J.P., Kvist, S., Rask, L.,
Lalanne; J.L., Garoff, H., Cami, B., Wiman, K.,
Larhammar,
D.,
Peterson,
P.A., Gachelin,
G.,
Kourilsky,
P. & Dobberstein, B. (1981).
Nature,
Z,92.,78-81.
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2.2.4.

Balbiani rings
Chironomus

and giant

secretory

proteins

in

*
Green*,
Kress ,

C.
T.

Members: J-E. Edstrom, H. JackIe
Fellows: J. Cury de Almeida, D. Rohme *

Student: M. Heck *

workers: *J. Girard * '* M.M.
Grond '* W. Hennig*, T. Hertner , H.
Moeritz R. Tanguay
Technical assistants:" M. Andersson * ,K.
H. Kluding, N. Riedel

*
Burvall,

This group is working on genes which form giant
puffs, Balbiani rings (BR), in polytene chromosomes
from the salivary glands of certain insects, the
chironomids. BR are suitable for combined chemical
and morphological work because of the giant size of
their transcription and translation units (Plate
2), and because they are responsible for about half
of the total protein synthesis. Furthermore, it is
possible to control the activity reversibly in
various ways, i.e. to switch the genetic
forth and back between different BRs.
Work
proceeds on the metabolic background of
such
activity switches and on the molecular structure of
the BR genes, investigated by molecular cloning
techniques.
Using newly developed methods for
purifying,
restricting and ligating DNA
from
microdissected pieces of chromosomes, circularized
BR DNA will be injected into salivary gland nuclei
and
possible transcriptional
activity
during
different functional states will be analysed by
electron microscopy. A potential extension of this
approach is to map transcription units in defined
microdissected chromosome segments.
The group is also investigating the nature of the
mammalian Y-chromosome DNA. Hints are accumulating
that (asymmetric) gene conversion may constitute a
mechanism of fundamental importance for eukaryotic
DNA evolution. If so, the haploid Y chromosome may
not possess any Y-specific evolving DNA sequences.
Using manually collected chromosomes from
two
different species and microcloning, the group is
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investigating
the distribution
inserts in male and female DNA.

of

cloned

DNA

Finally the group is collaborating with several
other
groups
to
produce
DNA
clones
from
microdissected
chromosome
parts
(mammalian
chromosomes, lampbrush loops, developmental loci in
Drosophila, DNA puffs, etc).
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PLATE 2
Miller-spread polysome from lysed Chironomus
salivary
glands containing 74 ribosomes of which 4 have finished
translation but remain atttached to the mRNA. This polysome
provides a direct morphological demonstration of
the
putative translation unit for mRNA from Balbiani ring 1 and
2.
Magnification 139,000 times.
From Francke et ale (in
press) .
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2.2.5.

Gene expression and its control
Members: K. Murray, A.R. Dunn

. *
Fellows: N.M. Gough, R. Perez Me 1 lado, U. Relf

*

.

Visiting workers: R. Koshy , M. Vlola

*

.
Technical assistants: D. Hubsch * , H. Krlschke

Studies of gene expression have continued on both
histone and viral antigen genes. Histone genes are
of interest regarding control of expression, and
also for expression in bacteria since this would
permit the isolation of a range of mutants in
proteins that are in general conserved to a very
high degree. Viral antigen genes are also of
twofold
interest;
the
regulation
of
their
expression and their involvement in host cell
transformation.
Following earlier studies of the transcription of
histone genes from sea urchins and yeasts in
bacteriophage A and plasmid vectors, the gene for
histone H3 from the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
has been transferred from the phage in which it was
cloned to a plasmid carrying the gene for
8galactosidase
from Escherichia coli.
In
these
constructions the yeast H3 gene was fused to that
for 8-galactosidase so that the expression products
would comprise a short region from the N-terminus
of
8-galactosidase followed by the H3 sequence
lacking either the first two or the first sixteen
amino acid residues.
The hybrid genes were
transcribed in E.coli harbouring the
relevant
plasmids, but, as with the original recombinants
carrying histone genes, translation products could
not be detected in the transformed cells. However,
in an in vitro system derived from E.coli for
coupled transcription and translation, the hybrid
genes were expressed to give polypeptides of the
correct
molecular weight. Analysis
of
these
peptides
by
Edman
degradation
showed
that
radioactively
labelled methionine
and
lysine
residues occurred in the anticipated positions
within the first 24 residues in each case. A major
problem in the expression of histone genes in
E.coli may thus be their instability in v1vo, a
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problem that is being encountered increasingly
frequently with the expression of eukaryotic genes
in bacteria.
The expression of sv40 antigen genes introduced
into mutant lines of rat cells by co-transformation
with the selectable thymidine kinase gene of herpes
simplex virus is being used as a system for studies
of neoplastic transformation of mammalian cells by
DNA tumour viruses. Examination of independently
derived
lines
of transformants
by
indirect
immunofluorescence with antisera to SV40 T antigens
showed extreme heterogeneity in the levels of
intranuclear T antigens.
A double
antibody
labelling techique showed that cells expressing T
antigen
also
exhibit
an
almost
precise
aorrespondence in synthesis of a protein, "53 k
protein", which has been reported to exist as a
complex with T antigen. When these cells were
seeded at low density and allowed to develop,
individual islands of cells were morphologically
heterogeneous; some colonies appeared typical of
morphologically transformed cells while
others
appeared normal or, occasionally, mosaic. The same
heterogeneity
in
morphology
and
T
antigen
expression were observed following passage of cells
under soft agar, which is dependent upon T antigen
expression.
Analysis of the cells for integrated
viral genes revealed that each cell line contained
10-20 intact copies of the early region of the SV40
genome.
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) has also been used in
studies
of
gene expression in
relation
to
transformation. HBV has a small DNA genome which
has been cloned in E.coli plasmid and
phage
vectors, and the viral antigen genes can
be
expressed in E.coli.
The nucleotide sequence of
cloned HBV DNA revealed the organization of the
viral
genome.
Some recombinant plasmids
were
therefore used as substrates for transcription with
cell-free extracts of RNA oolymerase II in attempts
to
locate sequences that control
expression.
Oligomeric HBV DNA molecules have been constructed
from HBV DNA molecules that contained more than the
unit genome sequence and which had been isolated as
recombinants in the E.coli plasmid pBR322.
A new
recombinant containing four head-to-tail copies of
the HBV genome has been introduced into a thymidine
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kinase-deficient strain of rat fibroblasts by cotransformation
with the herpes simplex
virus
thymidine kinase gene as a selectable marker.
One
transformant, which contained multiple copies of
the HBV genome, synthesized both the HBV surface
antigen and the HBV e antigen.
Since the HBV e
antigen has been shown to be a derivative of the
HBV core antigen, the presence of e
antigen
indicates expression of the core antigen gene. The
RNA produced in these cells contained it least
three abundant species of polyadenylated mRNA that
hybridized to HBV DNA, one of which is a transcript
of the so-called HBV X gene, an open translational
frame that is apparent from the DNA sequence. A
cell line that produces both surface and e antigens
has also been isolated after introduction of the
tetrameric HBV recombinant into mouse L cells. The
multimeric HBV genome could thus be a prerequisite
for expression of the HBV core antigen gene.
Hepatoma cell lines frequently have several HBV DNA
molecules integrated into their genomes.
The DNA
from a hepatoma cell line that produces HBV surface
antigen has been cloned in a phage
vector (in
collaboration with Prof. P.-H. Hofschneider and his
colleagues)
for studies of the integrated HBV
sequences and their expression.
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2.2.6.

Molecular genetics of prokaryotes
Members: N.E. Murray, G. Cesareni
Fellow: R.M. Lacatena *
Student: F. Pace *

Visitors:* L.
Bullas * '* G.
Parkinson , A. van Putten

Churchward * ,

J.S.

Technical assistants: J. Gough, H. Senior
The first area of interest concerns the mechanisms
that control initiation of DNA replication. The
system is a
of small
multicopy
plasmids related to the colicinogenic
plasmid
Col E 1 •

The
group
has
characterized
two
molecular
mechanisms that regulate ColE1-type replication.
Both act in trans by limiting the amount of RNA
primer available for initiation of deoxynucleotide
polymerization by DNA polymerase I.
The first mechanism is mediated by an element
(probably a polypeptide of 63 amino acids)
whiGh
inhibits transcription initiating from the promoter
of the primer precursor. The group is cloning the
gene coding for this repressor in such a way that
it may
overproduce its product in quantities
suitable
for biochemical and
crystallographic
studies.
The second mechanism is mediated by a small RNA
molecule (RNA1) which controls plasmid replication
by
inhibiting the processing of
the
primer
precursor by the enzyme RNAase H (Tomizawa et al.,
1981). This processing is essential for initiation
of DNA replication. The group has characterized a
series of single base-pair substitutions in the
region that codes for RNA1. The phenotype of these
mutants lead to the conclusion that RNA1
plasmid replication by base pairing with part of
the
complementary
structure
in
the
primer
precursor. Sequence analysis of these
mutants
points to the primary importance of the central
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loop of the clover-leaf structure of RNA1 in this
control mechanism (Lacatena & Cesareni, 1981).
A second area of interest is in those bacterial
systems that recognize specific DNA sequences and
either
restrict
(break)
the DNA
or
modify
(methylate) the target sequence.
The organization
of the genes (hsd) determining the E.coli K host
specificity has been deduced (Sain & Murray,
1980)
and is such that it could permit the sequential
expression
predicted
if
the
potential
for
modification of host DNA sequences precedes that
for
restriction.
Using operon
fusions
this
hypothesis may be tested and, if confirmed, the
mechanism of control deduced.
Enterobacteriaceae,
including
E.coli
strains,
harbour a series of allelic host specificity genes
each
conferring the ability to
recognize
a
different DNA sequence.
Genetic tests, aided more
recently by molecular cloning, have identified at
least five different but allelic specificities.
The specific nucleotide recognized is determined by
the hsdS polypeptide. The group has shown that a
cloned sequence from within the hsdS gene of E,coli
K12
shares homology with each of
the
four
alternative
hsdS genes.
With the
aim
of
understanding the specificity of the protein-DNA
interaction the group has determined the nucleotide
sequence of the hsdS gene of E.coli K12 and plans
to compare this sequence with those for the related
hsdS genes. The nucleotide sequences recognized by
two of these systems have been determined by other
workers and are quite similar.
The group has also collaborated with H. Lehrach and
A.-M. Frischauf in the construction of versatile A
vectors. These vectors take advantage of synthetic
polylinkers and are particularly suitable
for
making libraries from eukaryotic genomes.
References
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2.2.7.

Drosophila gene organization and expression
Members: V. Pirrotta, J. Burckhardt *

* M.C. Mariol,
*
Fellowi: C. Hadfield,*K. Kaiser,
Perera , G. Pretorius , A. Spena

J.

Students: C. Mariani * , H. Steller * , Ch. Tschudi *

, *
Visitiig workers:. M. Fontes,
Mohier , A. Viotti

J.F.

*
Julien,

E.

Technical assistants: C. Brockl * , J. Telford
One of the group's major interests is the control
of
gene expression during development. In
a
previous project it isolated a number of genomic
clones containing DNA sequences the expression of
which
is
specifically activated
at
certain
developmental stages.
The group is now studying
some of these clones in greater detail to identify
elements
responsible for
their
developmental
control.
Two clones are of particular interest, one which is
thought to correspond to the fused gene involved in
the establishment of segmental polarity in the
embryo, and another which contains a gene activated
in the dorsal hypoderm of the late embryo.
The analysis of differentially expressed genes has
shown
that some dispersed gene families
are
developmentally regulated. The group has therefore
continued to study some of these gene families with
respect both to their transcription and to their
transposition in the genome. Members of these gene
families have structural and sequence features
related to those of integrated retroviruses.
The
group has found that such elements located at a
given
genomic
site
frequently
generate
polymorphisms
in
the
Drosophila
population,
associated with the excision of the repetitive
element which is often accompanied by deletion of
neighbouring sequences.
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The sequences of some of these repetitive elements
are found in the population of small circular,
nuclear DNA molecules.
These small circles have
been proposed as intermediates in the transposition
of the element from one genomic site to another.
The group finds that in the embryo these circles
undergo
extensive
internal
and
external
recombination
which
reduces their
size
and
scrambles their sequence.
A new approach to the isolation of Drosophila
genes, which the group has perfected together with
F. Scalenghe, E. Turco and J.E. EdstrOm, is the
microdissection and cloning of specific chromosome
fragments.
The method has now been improved and
extended and used to clone various chromosomal
regions. The largest such region which is currently
being studied is about 400 kb long from the 3C
section of the X chromosome.
In a continuing collaboration with A. Viotti of the
Istituto Biosintesi Vegetali, Milano, the group has
isolated both cDNA and genomic clones containing
zein sequences from maize.
These have yielded
information on the variety and organization of zein
genes in maize. The sequence of some of these
clones has shown that the transcribed part of the
gene contains a sequence 30-70 nucleotides long at
the 3' end of the gene which is found again as an
inverted repeat at the 5' end of the gene.
This
puzzling structure may play a role in the posttranscriptional control of zein expression.
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2.2.8.

Dosage compensation in Drosophila melanogaster.
Hybrids between different species of Drosophila
Member: L. Sanchez *

Technical assistant: W. Hilscher *
In Drosophila melanogaster the ratio of the X
chromosomes to sets of autosomes (X:A) determines
sex determination and dosage compensation. Dosage
compensation is a process whereby the amounts of
many X-linked gene products are equalized in male
and female flies, in spite of the fact that only a
single copy of each X-linked gene is present in
males (X:2A) whereas two copies are present in
females (2X:2A). By means of this process, a
balance is achieved between the autosomal gene
products and the X-linked gene products.
Dosage
compensation in Drosophila melanogaster does not
operate by the mammalian mechanism of inactivating
one of the two X chromosomes in females; on the
contrary,
in
Drosophila melanogaster
both
X
chromosomes remain active in female flies.
The achievement of dosage compensation takes place
at the transcription level: the transcription rate
per gene in X:2A flies is twice the transcription
rate per gene in 2X:2A flies. All this means that
dosage compensation constitutes a good model for
studying
the regulation of gene activity
in
eukaryotic organisms.
The group is interested in the genetic basis of the
mechanism that brings about dosage compensation in
D. melanogaster.
For this, it is necessary to
search for mutations that modify the process.
Mutagenesis is being used to isolate sex-specific
lethal mutants that express the lethal phenotype
according to the X:A ratio, independently of sex.
At the same time, a study is being made of the
genetic basis of the X:A ratio.
A further project is to use hybrids
between
different species of Drosophila as experimental
models for the analysis of some
evolutionary
problems.
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2.2.9.

Organization and structure of middle repetitive
in the human
derived from
Member: M. Melli
Fellow: E. Ullu
Students: L. Dente,
* V. Esposito
Visiting
*workers:
G. Spinelli

A. F::tntoni * ,

E. Ginelli * ,

Technical ::tssist::tnt: S. Murphy
This group is interested in the organization of
middle repetitive sequences in the human genome, in
relation to their function. It is now established
that middle repetitive DNA is expressed in a
variety of RNAs mostly of unknown
functions.
Characteristic of this abundant class of cellul::tr
RNA is the absence of protein-coding properties.
This observation derives first from its cellular
location which is mostly nuclear (Jelinek et ::tl.,
1980) and second from the sequence analysis -of
members of repeated sequence f::tmilies, which shows
no open reading frame (Ullu et al., submitted for
publication).
The obscure role
these RNAs has
led to a number of speculations on the function or
lack of function of repeated genes (Davidson &
Britten, 1967; Doolittle &
1980; Orgel &
Crick, 1980).
A precise structural ::tnd functional
definition of the RNAs coded by repe::tted DNA should
clarify
the meaning of the large number
of
interspersed sequence families which account for a
considerable proportion of the eukaryotic genome.

or

group
has
been
analyzing
two
small
The
poly-[A]- RNAs of He La cells, called 7S Land 7S K.
They are abundant, with ::t slow turnover rate, and
are present in all species examined so far. The
cloning of in vitro adenylated 7S RNA has permitted
the sequencing -or-the corresponding recombinants.
Furthermore it has provided pure probes that could
be used for the study of the genomic organization
of the 7S RNA genes and of the location of the
molecules within the cell.
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The sequence analysis of the 7L DNA recombinant
indicates
a composite structure.
Two
blocks
respectively 100 and 40 bp long at the 5' and 3'
end of the molecule show a striking similarity with
members of the Alu sequence family, which is the
most abundant miaaTe repetitive DNA species of the
human genome. A central block, 140 bp long, is
joined to the Alu flanking sequences by two 6 bp
direct repeats-.--Such a structure might indicate
that the sequence is derived by the insertion of
140 bp in the middle of an Alu element.
The study
of the organization of the central fragment (called
S) in the human genome shows its homology with a
new family of repeated DNA, the S family. S
sequences are interspersed within the genome, with
a frequency distribution 1-2 orders of magnitude
lower than that of Alu DNA. The sequence of 7K DNA
is similarly
a family of interspersed
middle repetitive DNA, the K family. The comparison
of Sand K sequencies shows no homology between
them.
Neither of the two sequences shows open
reading frames which might suggest that the RNA can
be translated into a protein. From these data we
conclude
that
three
different
families
of
interspersed middle repetitive DNA are related to
two discrete cellular RNA species.
In order to obtain some indications of the function
of these RNAs, an examination was made of their
cellular location. The results of these experiments
show that the 7S K RNA is bound to the nuclear
matrix while the 7S L RNA is cytoplasmic and seems
to connect the polysomes to the
cytoskeleton
structures, possibly through the mRNA.
These
observations,
added
to
the
extreme
evolutionary stability of these RNAs, which will be
discussed later, strongly suggest a structural role
for both molecules.
The cross hybridization of the 7L and 7K RNA
sequences with the RNA of mouse, chicken, and
Xenopus laevis demonstrates a high degree
of
conservation-or the primary structure of both RNAs.
Accordingly, the Sand K DNA fragments hybridize
with the. DNA of all species mentioned above.
Hybridization of sea urchin RNA and DNA occurs only
with the 7L recombinant.
Similar experiments
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carried out using the Alu fragment of 7L DNA as
probe shows that sequences homologous to
DNA
are also present in the genomes of rodents,--Sirds,
amphibians, echinoderms and slime moulds.
The
striking conservation of these sequences throughout
evolution seems to suggest a very basic
and
universal role for the two RNAs within the cell.
The analysis of cloned genomic DNA complementary to
the 7SL and K RNAs is in progress.
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2.2.10.

Genetic studies of restriction and modification enzymes
Member: M. Zabeau
Student: L. Bougueleret
Technical assistant: C. Kurz *
The
aim
of this study of
restriction
and
modification enzymes is to address the question how
proteins recognize sequences in DNA. To this end a
genetic selection system has been designed for
isolating restriction enzyme mutations which have
altered sequence recognition properties, in the
hope of finding amino-acid substitutions which
abolish the recognition of specific bases within
the target sequence. This genetic selection system
takes advantage of the fact that
specificity
alterations in restriction enzymes are deleterious
to the cell, by virtue of the fact that the
restriction enzyme can now attack target sites
within the bacterial chromosome which are not
protected by the companion methylase. Tne isolation
of this type of mutation demands the ability to
control rigorously the expression of the mutant
enzyme.
By using in vitro gene manipulation
techniques the EcoHI endonuclease and methylase
genes have been rearranged. The methylase gene has
transposed onto the chromosome, wnile the
endonuclease gene has been fused to the regulatable
phage A PH promoter carried by a plasmid.
In
strains
producing
a
temperature-sensitive
A repressor, the synthesis of endonuclease can be
readily switched on and off. Tne detailed study of
PR-endonuclease plasmids in
methylase-deficient
strains has made it possible to examine
how
efficient cell killing and adequate repression can
be obtained.
The analysis of mutant endonuclease
proteins carrying a segment of the
protein at
their amino-terminus revealed that the
aminoterminal end of the endonuclease plays a crucial
role in the intracellular activity of the enzyme.
These studies suggest that the wild type enzyme is
not a free cytoplasmic enzyme, but is
topographically
confined
within the
cell.
This
distribution might constitute a second
level of control of endonuclease activity, in
addition to protection by methylation.
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The
manipulation
of the EcoRI
enzymes
has
necessitated the development of improved expression
vector systems. These efforts have been combined
with
the
development of a
novel
type
of
S-galactosidase
vector for
expressing
fusion
proteins carrying foreign antigenic determinants. A
more detailed account of this project is presented
in the report by K. Stanley on page 68.
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2.2.11.

Cloning and sequence
molecular biology

analysis

in

eukaryotic

Members: H. Lehrach, A. Frischauf

* R. Vlasak*
Fellows: D. Leader,
Student: E. Ehrich *

Visi tors: *
R. Crkvenj ikov * ,
W.
I. Mallitz , J.C. Perriard , U. Rosenberg

ffrnann * ,

Technical assistants: R. Buckland, A. Poustka
The main interest of the group during the year has
been centred on the structure of genes from the
major histocompatibility complex H2 of the mouse\
This has involved, in a collaboration with
the
group
of
B. Dobberstein,
the
construction,
identification and analysis of additional cDNA
clones, the preparation of genomic libraries from
the DNA from DBA-2 mice, and the identification and
characterization
of
clones
carrying
genes
hybridizing to histocompatibility antigen
cDNA
sequences.
Between 40 and 60 different A clones
have been picked up so far and characterized to
varying extents.
Electron microscopic studies
(carried out in collaboration with H. Delius)
and
sequence analyses have given valuable insights into
the structure of genes of this gene family.
To overcome difficulties in the use of A 1059, the
replacement vector used in the first
library
constructions, the group has developed a new series
of A replacement vectors in collaboration with N.
Murray (EMBL 1, EMBL 2, EMBL 3, EMBL 4), designed
to combine some of the advantages of A 1059 with
new features (e.g. excision of inserts by flanking
sites in a polylinker).
Another result is a generally applicable
and
efficient
procedure for the determination
of
restriction maps of A and potential cosmid clones.
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In continuation of earlier work on muscle genes D.
Leader has succeeded in isolating clones coding for
mouse actin genes.
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2.2.12.

The expression of cloned genes
Member: R. Cortese

. * Lf Cesareni, *G. Ciliberto,
*
Fellows: Cf Alvlno,
F.
L.*Dente, L. Mayol,
C. Pietropaolo , C. Traboni
Technical assistant: M. Smith*
The interest of this group is directed towards the
study of the expression of purified genes. There
are two separate research projects:
- correlation of the structure and function of
eukaryotic
genes. The main objectives are
the
identification on the
sequence
of
transcriptional
signals
essential
for
the
synthesis of tRNA precursors; the identification
of
the
structural elements
essential. for
maturation and processing; and the correlation
between the structure of tRNA and its function as
adaptor of amino-acids.
The general methodology
is in vitro mutagenesis.
During the course of
the year the group has developed a novel and
powerful method for localized and site-directed
mutagenesis,
based
on
the
principle
of
associating with any DNA segment including those
from eukaryotes, a phenotype easily detectable in
E.coli.
- purification of human genes selectively expressed
in the liver. This system is interesting because
there are complicated mechanisms of regulation of
the expression of these genes during development,
because there are.hundreds of well-characterized
human "mutants" in several of these genes, and
because a cloned gene can in principle be used to
direct the synthesis of the gene product in a
foreign environment (e.g. bacterial or yeast
cells) so as to obtain large amounts of protein.
This could be important for therapeutic purposes.
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2.3.
2

.3. 1 .

Division of Biological Structures
Organization

and dynamics of cytoskeletal elements

Members: B.M. Jockusch * , G. Griffiths
Fellow: I. Stuhlfauth *

Visiting
workers:
J.W. Sanger

G. Isenberg * ,

.
*,
H. OSlnska

Technical assistant: K.H. Kelley *
The work of the group has been mainly concerned
with
the
biochemical
and
structural
characterization of actin-binding proteins, with
their interaction with actin in vitro and in vivo,
and with the role of clathrin-coated vesicles
during transport of membrane material.
Two of the many actin-binding proteins known UD to
now are a-actinin and vinculin which both occur in
a wide variety of animal cells. They are associated
with filamentous actin at the regions of the cell
where these filaments meet the plasma membrane and
form attachment points with the substratum. The
group
has
studied
vinculin:actin
and
a-actinin:actin
complexes
in vitro,
using
viscometry, light and electron microscopy, and
optical diffraction methods (with . G. Isenberg,
Munich, and K. Leonard and B. Burke, EMBL). Smooth
muscle vinculin was found to be a rather small (85
globular protein which forms tightly packed,
paracrystalline bundles with filamentous actin.
In
contrast to that, a-actinin, isolated from various
muscle and non-muscle sources, apQeared as a dumbbell-shaped, elongated (40 x 400
molecule (Plate
3). With actin filaments, it forms rigid ladderlike structures. Thus, while vinculin draws actin
filaments together into bundles, a-actinin serves
as a spacer to keep individual filaments at a
minimal distance from each other, and stabilizes
them. Neither protein influences the growth of
filaments, nor does either probably link actin
filaments directly to the membrane. Rather, in the
living cell, both proteins may act in concert to
form
the supramolecular arrangement of
actin
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filaments required for a precise interaction
the plasma membrane that is needed for
different forms of cellular motility.

with
many

The distribution of a-actinin was also studied in
two different cell types. In human blood platelets,
a-actinin was found to be associated with plasma
membrane fractions, but it is not an intrinsic
membrane protein, nor is it expressed at the cell
surface (with J.J. Sixma, Univ. Utrecht).
In
patients
suffering
from
congenital
nemaline
myopathy, skeletal muscle a-actinin" was
found
abnormally distributed, so that many myofibrils are
distorted and malfunctioning. However, a variety of
other cells from those patients (blood cells,
nervous tissue, skin) were completely normal with
respect
to
Thus,
the
defective
organization in muscle may be due to a defect
specific for skeletal muscle a-actinin, or may be
an indirect effect (with J.J. Jennekens, Univ.
Utrecht) .
The
organization
of
the
actin-containing
cytoskeleton of non-muscle cells was studied in a
variety of different tissue culture cells. The
order
of
actin-binding
proteins
within
microfilament bundles of non-migratory cells was
examined with immuno-electron microscopy, and was
found to be very similar to that in skeletal muscle
myofibrils.
A correlation was established between
the
organization of actin
microfilaments
in
stationary, normal cells and in carcinoma cells of
various origins (with J.W. Sanger, Philadelphia,
and G. Haemmerli, ZUrich).
Coated vesicles can be considered as another type
of cytoskeletal element which serve as vehicles in
intracellular transport, exo- and endocytosis. They
are involved, for example, in the transport of
newly synthesized membrane proteins. The
main
structural protein of these organelles is clathrin.
G. Griffiths used an affinity-purified antibody
against clathrin to follow the pathway of coated
vesicles from the Golgi towards the acrosomal
membrane in spermatids, with immuno-fluorescence
and immuno-electron microscopy (with G. Warren).
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PLATE 3
Smooth muscle a-actinin from chicken gizzard, after rotary
shadowing.
Individual molecules are seen as dumb-bellshaped particles composed of two subunits.
Magnification:
135,000 times (B. Burke and B.M. Jockusch).
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2.3.2.

Transport of plasma membrane proteins
Golgi complex
Members: G.

through

the

* P. QUlnn
. *
G. Griffiths,

*

. *

Fellows: J. Armstrong, B. Burke, P. QUlnn
Technical assistant: R. Giovanelli

When cells are infected with Semliki Forest virus,
host cell protein synthesis soon ceases and the
cells are converted into factories for making more
virus.
Only viral membrane proteins are
now
assembled in the rough endoplasmic reticulum and
these are then transported to the cell surface via
the Golgi complex. As they pass through the 4-6
flattened cisternae that comprise the Golgi stack
they are structurally modified in a precise manner
and sequence.
During the
the group has been
trying to dissect the Golgi stacks into discrete
functional domains in an attempt to pin-point the
sites of those modifications. The results can be
summarized as follows:
the
conversion of simple to
complex
oligosaccharides is restricted to the trans half of
the Golgi stac k.
- the transported viral membrane proteins move from
the cis side of the Golgi stack to the trans
side.
the cis cisternae can be separated from trans
cisternae
in
infected cells
treated
with
monensin.
Galactosyl transferase is restricted
to trans cisternae whereas fatty acid acylation
appears to occur in cis cisternae.
- monoclonal antibodies to Golgi membranes are
being prepared in collaboration with D. Louvard's
group.
Preliminary results are promising and it
is hoped soon to have antibodies that label
different parts of the Golgi complex.
The messenger RNA for clathrin is also being
cloned. This is reported as a separate account.
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2.3.3.

Mitochondrial electron transfer enzymes
Members: H. Weiss, P. Wingfield
Fellow: Y. Li *

*

Visiting workers: B. Karlsson*, P. Riccio*
assistants:
Scharm , M. Slaughter

B. Juchs * ,A.

*
Probst,

A.

Mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation is
the
principal
energy-conserving process
in
heterotrophic eukaryotic organisms. The process is catalysed by three electron-transfer enzymes and by
ATP synthase.
The electron-transfer
enzymes
transduce oxidative energy into the energy of a
trans-membrane proton gradient and ATP synthase
uses this gradient to drive the formation of ATP
from ADP and inorganic phosphate.
The electrontransfer enzymes and ATP synthase are multi-enzyme
complexes. They span the phospholipid bilayer of
the mitochondrial inner membrane and protrude into
the aqueous spaces on the two sides of
the
membrane.
The
group has studied the structure of
the
electron-transfer
enzyme
ubiquinol:cytochrome c
reductase.
In collaboration with other groups at
the EMBL this was carried out in four different
ways. (1) The enzyme was cleaved in stages and the
parts obtained (subunit complexes, subunits and
subunit domains) were characterized as hydrophilic,
amphiphilic or hydrophobic. This procedure assisted
in the assignment of these parts to both the
membranous or one of the two aqueous sections of
the enzyme. (2) Neutron scattering experiments have
been performed with the preparations in protonated
and deuterated detergents (in collaboration with S.
Perkins,
Outstation
Grenoble).
Through
this
procedure
information was obtained about
the
relative distribution of the protein mass in the
bilayer and the aqueous phases. (3) Two-dimensional
membrane
crystals
have
been
prepared
by
incorporation of the preparations into phospholipid
bilayers and three-dimensional structures have been
reconstructed by electron microscopy (Plate 6,
Annual Report of K. Leonard) (in collaboration with
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K.
Leonard). (4) Three-dimensional microcrystals
have been prepared from the hydrophilic parts. They
will be subjected to x-ray analysis if large enough
crystals can be grown.
By combining the data now available the
low
resolution
structure of the enzyme has
been
elucidated. The location of this structure in the
membrane
bilayer of the
mitochondrial
inner
membrane and the topography of most of the subunits
within this structure are known. It is hoped that
more detailed structural information will lead to
biochemical
experiments which will provide
a
clearer understanding of the molecular mechanisms
of oxidative phosphorylation.
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2.3.4.

Biogenesis of cell surface domains as displayed by
epithelial cells
Members: D. Louvard, H. Reggio
Fellows: E. Coudrier, K. Soderberg
Visiting workers: J.
Technicil
Web st'er

. *,

B. ROSSl.*

assistants: B. Juchs * , S. Robinson,
*

P.

This group is interested in studying the mechanisms
by whi,ch the membrane components are segregated
into particular organelles or areas of membrane.
Sfich a
mechanism is required to create
the speqialized functional domains evident at the
plasma membrane of epithelial cells. An established
cell
line
(MDCK)
forms
a
differentiated
transporting epithelium in culture and is being
used by the group as a model system to study the
biogenesis of the cell surface (see
Research
Reports 1978-1980).
It is of primary interest to describe precisely the
pathway followed by newly synthesized proteins
through the cells.
If one such route could be
accurately established for proteins destined for
different
cell compartments, it would
become
possible to identify where in the cell the sorting
process occurs. Thereafter a more detailed analysis
at the molecular level could be pursued to identify
the structural features (carried by the proteins)
involved in addressing the proteins. The molecules
participating in the recognition leading to the
segregation process, or controlling the traffic of
macromolecules inside the cells, could then be
investigated.
It became obvious to the group two years ago that
its experiments would be limited by an inability to
identify precisely the intracellular
membranes
involved in this process. Current cell fraction
techniques, based on the use of enzymatic markers,
are limited, particularly in the case of the Golgi
complex.
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In collaboration with the group of G. Warren an
attempt has now been made to obtain specific
antibodies
a
biochemical
and
immunocytochemical
analysis
of
the
internal
membrane compartments (rough cytoplasmic reticulum,
Golgi complex, lysosomes).
This approach has been
remarkably
successful
and
well-characterized
antibodies,
specific
for each
one
of
the
intracellular membranes mentioned above (Plate 4),
are now available. In addition an antibody raised
in rabbits against clathrin, one of the major
proteins of the coated vesicles (a class
of
vesicles thought to be of crucial importance in
intracellular transport of macromolecules),
is
available (see Annual Report 1980 and 1981 K.
Stanley report). These antibodies now provide a
unique set of tools with which to study the
intracellular transport of proteins, as well as the
fate of ligands internalized after binding to the
whole surface, such as hormones, viruses, growth
factors, etc.
Work in progress, in collaboration with G. Warren,
attempts to dissect the Golgi apparatus
into
structurally
and
functionally
distinct
compartments. Monoclonal antibodies are now being
prepared and characterized for this purpose.
The cell surface of epithelial cells is divided
into
specialized membrane
domains
containing
specific proteins (Annual Reports 1978-1980).
In
addition, an asymmetric distribution of specific
cytoskeletal
structures associated with
these
membrane domains is observed.
Of special interest
are the apical microvilli containing a
wellorganized
network of microfilaments
connected
longitudinally
and
laterally to
the
plasma
membrane.
These microfilaments contain actin as a
major protein. However, the actin-binding proteins
usually found in microfilaments of non-muscle cells
are lacking. A set of actin-binding proteins is
only found in the well-organized microvilli of
intestine and kidney. This type of microvillus is
easily purified and its associated
structural
proteins provide an interesting model to study the
membrane-microfilament interactions. This important
category of interaction is at present
poorly
understood in non-muscle cells.
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Several proteins of the microvillus cytoskeleton
have recently been isolated.
A 110
molecular
weight polypeptide has been studied in particular
and its immunolocalization performed in
brush
border of intestinal cells.
Also a glycoprotein of
140
k molecular weight was
found,
strongly
associated with isolated intestinal microfilaments.
This interaction is inhibited by removal of calcium
ions from the medium with
A detailed study
of the relationship of this protein to the lipid
bilayer has been achieved. The results show that it
is an amphipathic protein, largely exposed at the
cell surface, and microfilaments are now being
investigated using interaction and reconstitution
experiments.
Interestingly, analogous antigens to the 110 k and
140 k glypoprotein of intestine have been localized
in close contact with the sarcoplasmic reticulum of
skeletal muscle. The present working hypothesis
assumes that in striated muscle these antigens may,
by
analogy
with the
intestinal
microvilli,
oarticipate in the close association
observed
between
the
actomyosin
filaments
and
the
surrounding sarcoplasmic reticulum. Study of the
characterization of these antigens and of these
interactions is now in progress.
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PLATE 4
a) Immunoperoxidase labelling of NRK cells
sections) using anti-Golgi antibodies.

(unstained

An overview of the Golgi complex in NRK cells. Note the
labelling of the Golgi cisternae and many of the small
vesicles in the Golgi region. Many small vesicles were
not labelled and unlabelled Golgi cisternae were most
often found on one side of the Golgi stacks. There was
no labelling of the nuclear membrane (Nm), the RER, the
mitochondria (M) or the nuclei. The plasma membrane was
mostly free of labelling and the only labelling of the
cell cytoplasm was that caused by occasional leakage
from labelled multivesicular bodies (Mvb). Magnification
is 15,000 bar 0.5
b) Immunoperoxidase labelling of NRK
sections) using anti-RER antibodies.

cells

(unstained

The anti-RER antibodies labelled the tubular network of
ER throughout the cell cytoplasm and the
nuclear
membrane (Nm). Mitochondria (M), plasma membranes, the
nuclear matrix and the cell cytoplasm were not labelled.
Magnification is 15,000 bar 1
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2.3.5.

Electron microscopy of nucleic acids
Members: H. Delius, B. Koller
Fellow: H.J. Bohnert *
Visiting*
Schnabel

workers:

C.

*
Astier,

I.

Kiss * ,

H.

Technical assistants: J. Clarke, C. Michalowski *
Basically two methods are employed in most of the
projects of this group. One is the so-called
Kleinschmidt technique in which nucleic acids are
spread out in a surface film of cytochrome c so
that their length can be accurately measured in the
electron microscope. The other is an adsorption of
the nucleic acids to mica, in which single-stranded
nucleic acids are complexed with a DNA-binding
protein, the gene 32-protein of phage T4. This
method yields more accurate measurements and higher
resolution.
Chloroplast DNAs from the green algae Euglena
gracilis strain Z and strain bacillaris
were
analysed.
It was found that the bacillari§ strain
contains
five complete rRNA operons and
two
supplementary 16s rRNA genes (Plate 5a and b).
A region of variable size in the chloroplast DNA of
the Z strain was cloned and mapped in collaboration
with E. Stutz and B. Schlunegger (Neuchatel).
In extension of the work on chloroplast DNA another
organism, Cyanophora paradoxa, was studied. In collaboration with W. Loeffelhardt (Wien) a map of the
cyanelle DNA was established, and several genes
were located on this map by cross-hybridization
with corresponding clones from spinach cpDNA.
Various collaborative work included:
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- the structural analysis of wheat chloroplast
in collaboration with the group of T.A.
Dyer
(Cambridge) .
- the analysis of heteroduplexes between phage Mu
DNA and plasmids containing sequences derived
from both ends of Mu DNA (with E. Bade and W.
Schumann, Konstanz).
- the localization of the early promoter of Mu by
E.coli RNA polymerase binding (with H.
Priess,
Munich) .
- heteroduplex studies with G. Bornkamm (Freiburg)
which revealed the presence of a series of tandem
repeats in Epstein-Barr virus
with similarity
to
a
second repeat region
discovered
by
restriction analysis (Plate 5c).
- analysis of heteroduplexes and RNA hybrids of
recombinant
A DNA containing genes from the
histocompatibility
complex
(Dobberstein
and
Lehrach groups).
- heteroduplex preparations of DNA from phages
found
in Archaebacteria (in collaboration with
Schnabel and Zillig, Martinsried).
- analysis of Tupaia herpes virus
and fish
lymphocystis virus
in collaboration with G.
Darai (Heidelberg).
- heteroduplex analysis of recombinant
A DNAs
carrying zein genes from maize, and plasmids
containing cDNA prepared from zein mRNA (Pirrotta
group) .
- RNA
polymerase-binding studies
to
plasmids
containing
rRNA
operons from
E.coli,
and
heteroduplexes between recombinant DNAs carrying
heat-shock genes from Drosophila (with I.
Kiss,
Szeged) .
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PLATE 5
a) Cytochrome
spreading
of
Euglena gracilis
strain
bacillaris chloroplast
after partial denaturation.
The arrows point to seven double-stranded regions, which
represent
five
complete
rRNA
operons
and
two
supplementary 16s rRNA genes.
b) Cytochrome
spreading
of
a
heteroduplex
between
chloroplast DNA of Euglena gracilis strain bacillaris
and the pBK8 fragment which contains the E.coli rrnB
operon. The short single-stranded end of the E.coli
fragment is located at the 5'-end of the 16s rRNA gene,
the longer single-stranded end downstream of the 3'-end
of the 23S rRNA -gene. Five fragments have re-annealed
with the chloroplast
The rRNA operons were
numbered in accordance with the direction of rRNA
transcription. One pBK8 fragment re-annealed with one of
the two extra 16S rRNA genes and then to the 23S rRNA
gene of operon 1. The chloroplast DNA between these two
re-annealed sequences is visible as a single-stranded
loop which includes the inverted repeat 11. The second
extra 16S rRNA gene, together with the second 11
sequence, is located between operon 2 and 3, but it did
not re-anneal with a pBK8 fragment in this molecule.
c) Heteroduplex between two plasmid DNAs containing inserts
of Epstein-Barr virus DNA prepared by adsorption to
mica.
The ends of the heteroduplex up to the filled
arrows are the homologous vector DNA.
The noncomplementary single-strandeq regions of the insert DNA
are complexed with T4 gene 32-protein and appear thicker
than the double-stranded DNA. The open arrow points to a
row of small substitution loops corresponding to a
stretch of partially homologous tandem repeats derived
from two different regions of the Epstein-Barr virus
genome.
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2.3.6.

Electron microscopy and computer image analysis
Member: K. Leonard
Fellows: F. Booy, B. Karlsson,
* S.

w:

*

* S. G.undy,
*
Visitiig worker
F.
Holmes, J. Lake, P. Riccio, A. Yonath

D.

Technical assistant: T. Arad
The group is using computer image analysis to
obtain two- and three-dimensional structural data
for periodic biological objects.
An interactive
image analysis system has been set up to optimize
the Fourier transformation of large numbers of
tilted electron micrographs which can then be
combined to give a three-dimensional representation
of the image.
Further progress has been made during the year in
studying mitochondrial membrane protein cytochrome
reductase.
With the group of H. Weiss at the EMBL
and with visiting workers S.
and B.
Karlsson (University of Stockholm) it has now been
possible to obtain two-dimensional crystals of the
cytochrome bC 1 subcomplex of the enzyme and to
carry out a tnree-dimensional reconstruction (see
Plate 6).
This has confirmed the distribution of
major protein subunits in the whole enzyme which
had been proposed on the basis of biochemical data
(Leonard et al., 1981).
A number of other collaborative projects is in
progress with visitors to the Laboratory. These
include structural studies on elongation factor Tu
(with A.
Cremers, University of Leiden), on thin
sections of ribosomal 50S crystals (with A. Jonath,
Weizmann
Institute
and MPI Berlin)
and
on
negatively stained sheets of E.coli 50S subunits
(with J. Lake, Los Angeles).
Reference
Leonard, K' J Wingfield, P., Arad, T. & Weiss,
(1981) . J,Mol. Biol., J1!..9., 259-274.
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H.

PLATE 6
Models
of cytochrome reductase (on the
right)
and
cytochrome bC 1 complex (on the left)
obtained by image
reconstruction of two-dimensional membrane crystals.
In
each case the approximate position of the membrane is shown
in white.
The three-dimensional reconstruction of the bC 1
complex shows that the larger of the two non-membraneous
domains of cytochrome reductase has been lost, which
confirms the postulated distribution of major subunits made
on the basis of biochemical data (See also the Annual
Report for 1980).
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Electron microscopy applications group
Members: J. Dubochet, R. Freeman, J. Lepault,
Walter

C.A.

Fellow: J.J. Chang

.
* F. Harper,
* *H.
Visitini workers: i. Brlsson
Heumann, G. Nicolas, A. Ollins , K.T. Tokuyasu

*

Technical assistants:

J.A. Berriman, A..W.McDowall

The
preparative phase of the
cryo-fixed-beam
electron microscope project took three years. Now
that it is about to enter its productive phase the
prospects are even more favourable than when the
project was started. The considerable reduction of
electron beam damage to organic
observed
at 4 K (Knapek & Dubochet, 1980) has been confirmed
in
the first commercial superconducting
lens
installed in the Fritz Haber Institute in Berlin
(MUller et aI"
1981 ) . Recent 0 bserva tions al so
suggest (E. Knapek, private communication) that the
wide range of cryoprotection factors observed in
various specimens is due to differences in thermal
and electrical conductivities, and that an adequate
treatment
of
the
specimen
maximizes
the
cryoprotection. The second commercial superconducting lens was delivered to the EMBL in December
1981, later than expected, but nevertheless within
schedule.
The lens will now be installed in a
modified Zeiss 10A electron microscope (see Report
of Electron Microscopy Development Group).
As was the case last year, the main goal of the.
group has been to develop methods for preparing and
observing frozen-hydrated specimens. Here also the
situation has evolved favourably thanks to the
finding that liquid water, or any aqueous solution,
can be vitrified (Dubochet & McDowall, 1981), thus
avoiding the usual freezing artefacts due to icecrystal formation.
The contrast matching illustrated in Plate 7 is one among many possibilities
offered by the observation of vitrified biological
suspensions.
Methodologies for high-resolution
observations of frozen-hydrated sections are also
ready.
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PLItTE 7

T4 bacteriophages in various aqueous media observed at
K. Magnification is 36,000 times.
a)
hexagonal ice.
b) vitreous ice.
c) 10%
solution. d) 20% metrizamide solution.
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110

metrizamide

Within the Laboratory collaborative work has been
undertaken or continued with the groups of J.E.
Edstrom, K.R. Leonard, D. Louvard and D.A.
Marvin.
Outside the Laboratory it is the use of the STEM
for mass measurements that attracts most users.
Collaboration on the methodology of rapid freezing
has also continued with J. Escaig (University of
Paris VI,
Paris), on the acetylcholine receptor
with J.
Cartaud (IRBM, Paris), and on nucleic
acid/protein interaction with A. Baudras (Univ. of
Toulouse) .
The work on nucleosomes was brought to
a tragic end by the death of G. Moynes (CREC,
Villejuif,
Paris) .
Interesting
results
have
recently been obtained by a
three-dimensional
reconstruction
of
Chlamydria trachomatis
in
collaboration with Zhang You-Xun (Peking, China).

References
Dubochet,
J.
& McDowall,
J. Microscopy, 124, RP 3-4.
Knapek, E. & Dubochet, J.
147-161.

ill,
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J. Mol. BioI.,
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K.-H.,
Zemlin, F. & Zeitler, E.
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Proc. of the 39th Annual Electron Microscopical
Society of America meeting in Atlanta.
Bailey
G.W., Ed.; Claitor's Publ. Div., B;tonrouge, USA.
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2.3.8.

Structure
viruses
Members:
C. Nave

and

assembly

D.A. Marvin,

of filamentous
D.W. Banner *

Fellows: M. Bansal,
* W. Folkhard *

Students: T. Watts * , K.
Visitini
Prieler

workers:

T.

.

Cross * ,

*
S.

bacterial

G.G. Kneale,

. *,

A.

Technical assistant: K. Nilsson
This
group is working on the
structure
of
filamentous viruses.
Many important biological
processes involve interactions between assemblies
of macromolecules. Some examples are transport
across membranes, control of DNA replication, and
control of cell division. In order to understand
such processes it is important to learn more about
the
interactions
between
the
macromolecular
structures involved.
The filamentous virus system
carries out many important biological functions in
a simplifted form, and is therefore being used as a
model.
The virus itself is
a
rod-shaped.
nucleoprotein consisting of a DNA core surrounded
by a coat of several thousand helically arranged
protein molecules.
Assembly of the virus begins
with the packaging of the DNA-binding assembly
protein (not the same as the final coat protein)
into a rod-shaped precursor particle, and with
placement of the coat protein in the cell membrane.
The virus is extruded through the cell membrane as
the assembly protein is displaced from the DNA by
the coat protein.
Samples of virus have been oriented in fibres using
a strong magnetic field, a new technique that has
yielded
strikingly improved x-ray
diffraction
patterns. Data have been collected from
high
resolution x-ray fibre diffraction patterns of the
virus and of heavy atom derivatives of the virus,
and are being processed for detailed structure
analysis using a suite of computer programs largely
developed by the group.
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Analysis of the diffraction differences between
native and derivative virus gives information about
the symmetry of the virus and also gives the phase
information needed for detailed structure analysis.
New computational techniques to make use of this
information have been developed in collaboration
with the Data Analysis Group.
Purified samples of
the complex between the viral DNA and the assembly
protein have been examined using x-ray diffraction
and electron microscopy, and the helix parameters
of this structure have been determined.
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2.3.9.

Structural studies
on clathrin coats
proteins interacting with nucleic acids
Members:

and

on

F.K. Winkler, K. Stanley

Technical assistants:

A. d'Arcy, R. Brown

This group is interested in the three-dimensional
structure of biologically important macromolecules
with the aim of achieving a better understanding of
their specific interactions and functions.
A major
goal is to grow three-dimensional crystals of the
molecules or molecular assemblies described below
and
to determine their structures
by
x-ray
crystallography. As the success of crystallization
attempts is very unpredictable, biochemical and
other physico-chemical methods are also being used
to provide relevant structural information on the
molecules under study.
a) Clathrin Coats
The transport of lipid membrane between organelles
in eukaryotic cells has been shown to occur in most
cases by a process involving the formation of a
protein coat of clathrin and associated molecules.
Most likely the formation of this coat provides the
driving force for the energetically unfavourable
process of pinching off a vesicle from a cellular
membrane. The goal of the group is to obtain more
structural information on the constituent protein
molecules
and
to investigate
the
molecular
interactions that are made and broken during coated
pit formation,
its transformation into a coated
vesicle and its subsequent disassembly.
The protein coat shows a regular netlike surface
structure and its principal component is clathrin,
a polypeptide of M 180,000.
In vitro, the coats
can be reversiblyrdissociated into trimeric units
that consist of three clathrin molecules ('heavy
Chains') and three polypeptide chains of smaller
molecular weight ('light chains'). One important
question is whether the light chains fulfil a
defined structural function.
The group has been
able to dissociate and separate heavy chains from
light chains under conditions from which both
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components can be renatured.
This represents a
significant advance since it enables the kinetics
of rebinding to be followed for the first time.
Renatured heavy chains, when viewed in the electron
microscope,
appear indistinguishable from
the
undissociated trimeric units and also reassemble
into cages of similar sizes when exposed to the
appropriate conditions. These heavy chain cages
bind light chains, of which there are two sizes,
with high affinity. Separation of the two kinds of
light chains will. make it possible to determine
whether
their binding sites on the
clathrin
molecule can be distinguished.
Experiments are
also in progress which will indicate whether a
given kind of light chain can bind with similar
affinity
to clathrin molecules isolated
from
different tissues.
It has been shown
that
clathrins from tissues as different as pig-brain,
rat liver and SL2 cells (a mouse lymphoma cell
line) have identical cleavage patterns on onedimensional peptide maps, suggesting that
the
amino-acid sequence is highly conserved.
On the
other hand, light chains are clearly different in
molecular weight as well as in amino-acid sequence.
As more detailed structural information becomes
available there will be a need to relate this
information to the amino-acid sequence of clathrin.
As a major activity, therefore, the group has
engaged in a collaborative project (see Report on
p. 68) to clone c-DNA from clathrin messenger
and to determine its sequence.
b)

Proteins interacting with nucleic acids

Knowledge about the structural details of specific
protein-nucleic acid interactions is still very
limited and there is a great need to determine the
structures of a number of representative complexes
at high resolution before common patterns or rules
governing these interactions can be established.
The group has continued to prepare the two enzymes
T4 DNA ligase and EcoRI methylase in amounts and
purity sufficient for crystallization attempts.
Neither enzyme has yet crystallized under a large
variety of conditions including the addition of
cofactors or inhibitors. It is hoped that crystals
can be obtained in the presence of suitable DNA
substrates. For this purpose oligonucleotides have
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been synthesized for the work by the group of J. v.
Boom (University of Leiden, The Netherlands).
Cocrystallization attempts and binding studies with
these oligonucleotides have just been started.
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2.3.10.

Cloning of the clathrin gene
Members:
K.Stanley, M.
Louvard, G. Warren

F.

Winkler,

D.

Fellow: J. Armstrong
This joint report describes the
collaborative
effort of a number of groups to clone the cDNA
coding for the protein clathrin.
Clathrin is a
cytoskeletal protein which is found in
close
association
with
restricted
areas
of
most
eukaryotic
membranes,
glvlng them a
"coated"
appearance in transmission electron micrographs.
The areas of membrane which are coated correlate
with areas which are engaged in the uptake and
transport of membrane through the cell.
During
this process individual types of membrane proteins
are
segregated
in the bilayer,
some
being
accumulated in coated pits so that they
are
preferentially taken up into coated vesicles (Wall
&
Hubbard,
1981), others
being
specifically
excluded (Bretscher et al., 1981).
Once in a
coated vesicle the membrane proteins may be taken
to a variety of sites in the cell.
However,
specificity is retained during this sorting phase
of membrane transport so that, for instance, coated
vesicles containing proteins endocytosed at the
cell surface remain separate from coated vesicles
containing
newly synthesized protein
in
the
secretory pathway.
The observation of clathrin
coats at the suspected sites of segregation and
sorting has led to the suggestion that the proteins
of the clathrin coat might be responsible for these
processes.
One way in which the coat structure
might direct the movement of membrane vesicles in
the cell is via pathway-specific components. Thus
multiple forms should be present.
The aim of the
present study is to test this prediction using
recombinant DNA techniques.
In addition the cloned
DNA coding for clathrin will be used to derive an
amino-acid
sequence for the
protein.
Two
approaches are being taken in an attempt to isolate
a cDNA clone coding for clathrin.
In the first
approach, cyanogen bromide fragments of clathrin
purified from pig brain are being subjected to
limited amino-acid sequencing in order to prepare
an oligonucleotide probe with which to screen a
cDNA library. This amino-acid sequence information
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will also be essential to determine the correct
reading frame of the base sequence of the cDNA. The
second approach is described below.
A new cloning strategy for rare mRNA molecules
Cloning
of the clathrin gene from
partially
purified mRNA presents two problems; one is the
very low abundance of the mRNA; the other is the
large size of the protein. These factors complicate
the
in vitro manipulations required in
using
hybrid-selected
translation
as a
method
of
screening a library of cDNA clones, to a point
where confident identification of positive clones
is extremely difficult. A similar problem
is
encountered when trying to clone any protein for
which the mRNA is present in low abundance or is
not efficiently translated in existing in vitro
translation systems.
It therefore seemed worthwhile to develop a general strategy for the cloning
of rare cDNA molecules for which an antibody to the
corresponding protein is available.
In essence
this involves the in vivo expression of the cDNA
library as fusion proteins with the E.coli protein
S -galactosidase followed
by a two-site immunoradiometric
assay
which
monitors
both
the
S -galactosidase and the foreign domain of the
fusion protein. In this manner fusion domains
retaining antigenic determinants of the parent
molecule may be identified.
cDNA
fragments
identified in this manner will be used as a
hybridization probe for a full length cDNA library.
Each part of this cloning strategy now works, and
the combined operation of all aspects is at present
being tested by inserting cDNA from Semliki Forest
virus into the vector and assaying fusion protein
synthesis
with
an
anti-(virus spike protein)
antibody.

References
Wall, D.A. & Hubbard, A.L.(1981). J.Cell BioI., 1Q,
687-696.
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2.3.11.

Structure
tors

of bacterial polypeptide elongation fac-

Members: R. Leberman, D. Suck
Technical assistant: B. Antonsson
These
studies
are
being
carried
out
in
collaboration with the following staff of the MaxPlanck-Institut
fUr medizinische Forschung
in
Heidelberg.
W.
Kabsch, G.E. Schulz,
Schmidt, R. Schumann

A.

Wittinghofer,

U.

X-ray diffraction studies of the bacterial polypeptide elongation factors have continued.
These
are of crystals of the trypsinized
EF-Tu.GDP
complex and of the EF-Tu.EF-Ts complex, the
being a complex of two of the four protein subunits
of the RNA polymerase Q S-replicase.
Solution studies have demonstrated the remarkable
stabilizing effects of ammonium salts, particularly
ammonium sulphate and citrate, on the ternary
complex EF-Tu.GTP aminoacyl-tRNA, which is
an
important intermediate in the incorporation of
amino
acids
during protein
synthesis.
This
information may eventually lead to the defining of
conditions for the crystallization of the complex
and to a subsequent detailed study of the proteinnucleic acid interactions.
.
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2.3.12.

X-ray _analysis of DNAase I and
complex

the actin:DNAase I

Member: D. Suck
Student: H. Lahm
Technical assistant: H. Pfrang (from the
rnedizinische Forschung)'

MPI

fUr

These studies were carried out in the Biophysics
Department of the MPI fUr medizinische Forschung,
Heidelberg.
The
structure
analysis
of
the
actin:DNAase I complex is being made in collaboration with W. Kabsch (MPI) and H.G. Mannherz
(University of Marburg) .
G-actin from rabbit skeletal muscle forms a very
stable
1:1
complex
with
bovine
pancreatic
deoxyribonuclease I (DNAase I). The x-ray structure
analysis of single crystals of this complex will
provide
high-resolution structural
information
about actin, the main constituent of the thin
filaments of muscle fibres. A 6
electron density
map has been calculated (Plate 8) showing actin to
be
a rather elongated molecule with
overall
dimensions 67 x 40 x 37
Within the crystal the
actin molecules form helical arrays resembling the
arrangement of actin monomers in the
F-actin
filament (Plate 9).
Recently the group has obtained single crystals of
bovine pancreatic DNAase I diffracting to at least
1.8
and showing remarkable stability in the x-ray
beam. The structure analysis has been begun by
collecting a 2.5
native data set using a 4-circle
diffractometer.
Two heavy atom derivatives have
been analysed at 5
resolution.
In cooperation with W. Kabsch (MPI) and R. Leberman
work is being carried out on the structure of
E.coli elongation factor Tu (see Report on the
structure
of bacterial polypeptide
elongation
factors) .
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PLATE 8
Balsa-wood model of the actin:DNAase I complex at 6
resolution. The lower part of the model represents actin.
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Comparison
the
packing.

of the packing of G-actin in the crystal with
filament. (A) F-actin filament,
(B) crystal
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Miller-spread giant polysome from lysed Chironomus
salivary glands which provides a direct morphological
demonstration of the putative translation unit for
mRNA from Balbiani ring 1 and 2.
(see Report Edstrom
group, p. 23).

2.3.13.

Structural
bamylase

basis of control in aspartate transcar-

Member: M.F. Moody
Fellows: H. Kihara*, P. Vachette*
Technical assistants: A.G. Fowler
Division), P.T. Jones

(Instrumentation

The goal of this project is to explain
the
different control features of the enzyme aspartate
transcarbamylase
in
terms of
its
molecular
structure.
These features appear to involve a relatively large conformational change, and the study
of
this
may also
contribute
something
to
understanding motility at the molecular level. The
investigations are following two paths.
The group is trying to determine the molecular
details of the conformational change, using data
from three sources.
These are the changes in the
x-ray solution scattering pattern, x-ray crystallography of the unligated catalytic subunit (in
collaboration
with F. Winkler), and
electron
diffraction of the catalytic subunit ligated with a
transition state analogue (in collaboration with JJ. Chang, J. Dubochet and J. Lepault).
The group is also studying how the conformational
state relates to the properties of the enzyme in
solution;
for x-ray scattering allows us to find,
for any solution, the proportion of aspartate
transcarbamylase molecules with each of the two
conformations.
It is hoped to be able to test whether the allosteric behaviour of aspartate transcarbamylase can be explained by the Monod-WymanChangeux theory (experiments in collaboration with
P.
Vachette, now at LURE, Orsay).
The group is
also continuing its kinetic studies, the ultimate
goal of which is to investigate the role of the
large conformational change during the activation
of aspartate transcarbamylase.
As a step towards
this, apparatus and techniques have been developed
for the much easier x-ray kinetic study of the
dissociation of aspartate transcarbamylase.
More
recently, the kinetics of activation of aspartate
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transcarbamylase have been studied by chemical
quenching (experiments in collaboration with T.
Barman,
CNRS, Montpellier).
The
speed
of
activation (in the millisecond range at
4°C)
appears
to
depend on the
concentration
of
substrates and effectors.
Conditions are being
sought that would permit study of this activation
process by x-ray scattering.
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2.3.14.

X-ray crystallography of insecticyanin
Member: D. Tsernoglou *
Fellow: K. Petratos *
Insecticyanin is a blue protein that occurs in the
insect Manduca sexta where it is used by the
caterpillars as camouflage. The blue colour is due
to the presence of the pigment biliverdin,
product of the decomposition of haem.
In humans
biliverdin is the immediate precursor of bilirubin
which is very important medically (jaundice in the
newborn, etc.). Bilirubin is carried to the liver
by ser"l.lm albumin but little is known about its mode
of binding.
Crystals of insecticyanin (Plate 10A) were obtained
from a sample provided by Dr. P. Cherbas of Harvard
University.
They are hexagonal and diffract very
well, but because of the length of the unique axis
(312
it is difficult to measure the diffraction
intensities in a conventional set-up. However, at
the Hamburg outstation, with the assistance of H.
Bartunik, it was possible to obtain a complete set
of intensities. A rotation photograph extending to
a resolution of 2.5
is shown in Plate 10B.
Examination of the crystal density (determined by
means of a density gradient) suggests that the
asymmetric unit is a trimer of
3 X 24.000 daltons.
It is hoped to solve the structure by means
of isomorphous heavy atom derivatives and use of
the non-crystallographic symmetry of the molecular
trimer.
(The work was performed during the summer
of 1981 while one of us (D.T.) was on sabbatical
leave from Wayne
University.)
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PLATE 10A
Crystals of insecticyanin. The long dimension is 0.8 mm.

PLATE 10B
Rotation
photograph
resolution of 2.5

R.

of

insecticyanin
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2.3.15.

Protein sequencing
Member: A. Tsugita
Alvino

:

.
* , A.C. Dlanoux
.
*,
K. Maeda, S. Flscher

C.

Visiting workers: Y. Nozu * , S. Sasada *
Technical
assistants*
Scheffler, D. Woodland

R.

v.d.

Broek,

.J. -J .

Work has continued on the development of methods
for sequencing insoluble proteins and DNA-binding
proteins,
and on the determination
of
such
sequences.
A rapid method for the complete hydrolysis of
proteins by the addition of organic acid and the
use of elevated temperatures was further developed
(Tsugita & Scheffler, 1982 a and b). A new method
of extracting proteins from conventional sodium
dodecyl
sulphate
electrophoresis
gels
was
investigated in a preliminary way, in particular
for
protein-chemical studies (Dianoux
et al.,
1981). A gel electrophoresis system for separating
peptides ang proteins in the molecular weight range
200 to 10 daltons has been developed (Tsugita,
1982 a and c).
A new N- and C-terminal sequencing
method,
using a continuation of
exopeptidase
digestion and field desorption mass spectrometry,
has also been developed (with M. Przybylski, Univ.
of Mainz; Tsugita, 1982 a and b).
There are two classes of spinach
chloroplast
thioredoxins (f and m) with different substrate
specificities. Class m was shown to consist of two
N-terminal redundant isomers (SchUrmann et al.,
1981), and later work has revealed the existence of
three terminal isomers (SchUrmann et al.,
1982).
All the isomers of both classes were found to
complement to T7 DNA polymerase just like E.coli
thioredoxin (with P. SchUrmann, Univ. of Neuchatel,
G. Harth and K. Geider, MPI fUr Medizinische
Forschung, Heidelberg; see SchUrmann et al., 1982;
Harth et al., 1981).
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Other studies included the following:
- partial cleavage of beef heart mitochondrial ATP
inhibitor and sequencing of the fragment related
to the inhibitory activity (Dianoux
et al.,
1981); subsequently almost the whole sequence has
been
determined (with P.V. Vignais,
Centre
d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble);
- a single-stranded-DNA binding protein of 144
residues from Pf1 phage has been sequenced (with
G;G. Kneale, EMBL, G.B. Peterson & D.F. Hill, MRC
Laboratory Cambridge and N. Short & R.N. Perham,
Univ. of Cambridge);
- the phylogenetic relationships between different
strains of Staphylococcus were investigated by
comparing the amino-acid compositions of five
staphylococcal aldolases, using a
divergence
matrix.
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2.3.16.

Nucleotide sequence data base group
Member:

G. Hamm

Visiting worker: K. StUber *
The work of the group was conceived as a result of
the EMBL Workshop on
and DNA Sequences
held at Schonau in April 1980. The participants in
that meeting expressed the need for a repository
for nucleotide sequence data at a central location
in Europe, and agreed that the EMBL would be
ideally 3uited for this purpose. Work began in
October 1980 under the general
of K.
Murray.
The initial months were spent surveying
what was being done by other groups in Europe and
elsewhere, and investigating the possibilities for
productive collaboration.
During this time the
general requirements for the data base at the EMBL
were mapped out, and a preliminary organization was
designed.
In April 1981 a second workshop was held at SchBnau
to assess progress in sequence data storage and
analysis, at which most of the groups maintaining
sequence data bases were represented.
As a result
of this meeting, it was decided that the EMBL group
would
re-structure
and merge
existing
data
collections as a means of obtaining a unified
initial data base. Collaboration was begun with K.
StUber of the Genetics Institute at the University
of Cologne, to extend the collection developed by
him to include more extensive taxonomic and crossreference information.
The newly organized data
base also allows more flexible processing
by
computer
while maintaining human
readability.
Collection of new published data has continued
during the reorganization, so that the data base
remains reasonably up to date.
The first edition
of the new data base is expected to be ready for
distribution on tape at the beginning of March
1982;
dial-up access to the data base will be implemented somewhat later.
Assistance to scientists within the EMBL working
with nucleotide sequences has continued.
During
1981, a computer-assisted gel reading station was
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installed, and the software to control it was
developed and implemented. A few additional computer programs have been implemented to work with
the sequence data, and more will be available as
staff and time permit.
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2.4.

Division of Instrumentation

2.4.1.

Electron microscope deve1Qpment group
Members: A.V. Jones, J.-C. Homo,
* B.M. Unitt
Technical

assistants:
N. Webster

C. Eavis,

H.J.

Elema,

P.

As in the previous year, the major activities of
the group centred on the construction of the two
cryomicroscopes.
The superconducting objective lens for the cryo-TEM
was, as reported last year, due to be delivered
from
the
Research
Laboratories
in
April/May. However, owing to problems in testing
the lens, delivery did not actually take place
until December. In the intervening period, the
necessary modifications to the vacuum system and
control electronics were carried out, and as a
result
the lens could be fitted soon
after
delivery. The microscope (Plate 11).
is now
complete in its "stage 1" form and is awaiting
test.
The electronics for the cryo-STEM are now about 80%
complete and are being assembled for test as a
functional system. The optical column is
now
complete to the level of the cryo-lens and can be
used in this form to test the operation of the
electronics. The cryo-lens itself is at an advanced
stage of design. The electron spectrometer intended
for the cryo-STEM has been tested separately on the
HB 5 STEM and found to be a significant improvement
over that originally fitted on the HB 5. The
results obtained with this combination on unstained
specimens are such that this spectrometer will now
be left on the HB 5. (A second spectrometer will
now be built for the cryo-STEM.)
The cryo-stage of the HB 5 has been further
improved and.can now approach 10 K in temperature.
The prototype of this new stage has been given to
the laboratory of Prof. Chambon (Strasbourg), and a
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duplicate will be built for the HB 5 when tests are
complete.
To improve the introduction of frozen specimens, a
portable airlock with integral cryo-pump has been
constructed and is awaiting test.
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PLATE 11
The cryo-Transmission Electron Microscope.
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2.4.2.

Data analysis group
Members:
S.W. Provencher, R.K. Bryan, V.G.
P.T. Speck, R.H. Vogel
Students: J. G16ckner, R. Metzger *

* H. Ruf * , J .
Visiting wOikers: U. Hopfer,
H.-J. Wagner

DOVl.* ,

. *
Smlth,

The main aim of this group is the development of
methods for biological data interpretation and,
whenever possible, the implementation of these in
fully documented and portable programs that can
also be easily used outside the EMBL.
The Fortran package for the regularized solution of
unstable linear data inversion problems has so far
been distributed to 90 laboratories.
Some of the
intended applications in these laboratories are
studies of (1) globular protein secondary structure
using circular dichroism or laser-Raman
spectroscopy;
(2) macromolecular structure using x-ray
or neutron scattering from solutions or fibres; (3)
dynamic processes in proteins and more complex
systems using NMR or chemical relaxation or isotope
exchange; (4) mass transport in cells using
Doppl er microscopy;
(5)
size d istr ibut ions
0 f
biological preparations in solution using dynamic
laser light scattering; (6) carrier-mediated transport across membrane vesicles using equilibrium
isotope exchange. These last two applications were
verified in detailed studies of various liposome
and vesicle size distributions and Na-dependent Dglucose transport across several types of brush
border membrane vesicles (in collaboration with U.
Hopfer
and
H.
Ruf,
Max-Planck-Institut
fUr
Biophysik, Frankfurt and L. De Maeyer, Max-PlanckInstitut fUr biophysikalische Chemie, G6ttingen).
Another portable Fortran package for the automatic
analysis of data represented by sums of oneparameter functions was implemented and applied to
the analysis of fluorescence lifetime data (in
collaboration with R.W. Wijnaendts van Resandt).
This led to the addition of new features and
strategies to both the measurement and program.
It
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is now possible to get reliable lifetime measurements in the previously difficult range of 1 ns
down to about 100 ps.

Several improvements were made to the neurographics
system, including the representation of transparent
outlines mixed with opaque surface contours. Users'
and programmers' reference manuals for the neurographics system have been completed, and the
package has been distributed to several laboratories to serve as an implementation kernel. The
method for automatic length measurement of nucleic
acid strands on micrographs is being extended to
area measurements on digitized electron micrographs
of chromatin.
A computer program to determine the structure of
helical particles from fibre diffraction data has
been developed.
It uses a maximum entropy regularizor and finds the lowest resolution
nonnegative electron density with a specified maximum
radius that is consistent with the
(possibly
incomplete) native and heavy atom derivative data.
In collaboration with C. Nave and D.A. Marvin, the
structure illustrated in Plate 12 was obtained
using a relatively small amount of data (too little
for the classical phase determination procedure).
The program was also modified to reconstruct the
three-dimensional structure of helical particles
from a single projection.
In collaboration with
D.W. Banner and K.R. Leonard, this was applied to
the
thick ribbon-like structures
visible
in
electron micrographs of negatively stained, aciddenatured Pf1 particles (see Plate 13).
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PLATE 12
Stereo
pair of one quarter of the
entropy
reconstruction of the electron density of the Pf1 virion
(displayed as a surface contour image on the Evans &
Sutherland graphics system, with H.E. Bosshard). This
represents a length of 40
of the virion, with the helix
axis at the lower right.
The rods of electron density are
interpretable
as
a-helices.
The
entropy
optimization was started from a
uniform electron
density (i.e. with no bias toward a detailed structure) and
used fibre diffraction intensity data to 8
from only the
native and one heavy
(iodine) derivative.
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PLATE 13
An example of a three-dimensional reconstruction
particle with helical symmetry from limited data
single projection using the maximum entropy method.

of
on

a
a

a) A length of the "thick-ribbon" structure of aciddenatured Pf1, selected from an electron micrograph.
b) Three-dimensional reconstruction of one
helix
(displayed
as
in Plate
12)
approximately V-shaped cross-section.
d)

turn of
showing

the
an

Transaxial projection of the reconstruction, which may
be compared with the original image (a). The background
level has changed because the equator of the Fourier
transform of (b) was not used in the reconstruction in
order to suppress the effects of the negative stain.
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a)

c)
b)

2.4.3.

group
Members: M. Albrecht, H. Bosshard, C. Boulin,
Iversen, R. Kempf, T. Pitt, H. Struve, W. Winkler
Student: P. KOenig*
This group provides basic computing facilities for
general use and develops hardware and software for
more special applications.
The in-house computer
installation includes four Nord-10 minioomputers,
was
during the year by a VAX-11/780.
This machine is more powerful and has a larger
space than the others (32 bit versus 16
bits)
and is thus well suited for handling the
large quantities of data required for orystallographic calculations.
The moleoular graphics project has been moved from
a Nord-10 to the VAX, thus making possible display
and manipulation of larger moleoules than before.
The system has been used extensively by in-house
and visiting groups, and will be further enhanced
by the addition of a colour display unit for better
visualization of complex struotures.
The hardware group has developed an
improved
(faster)
calibration unit for use at the Hamburg
Outstation.
It has also construoted a fast rea'dout and histogramming system for two-dimensional
wire detectors.
These aoquisition modules have
been
used for kinetic measurements of
x-ray
diffraction patterns.
Compared with previous years there has been an
increase in the exchange of software and data with
other laboratories, often involving oonversions
between different computers' file formats.
Still
more effort in this area is urgently required in
support
of
several
applications
(e.g.
the
nuoleotide sequenoe data library), but delays in
filling vaoant staff positions have
adversely
affected the group's software development oapaoity.
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2.4.4.

Applications of lasers
Member: R.W. Wijnaendts van Resandt
Fellow: K.-O. Greulich (part-time)
Technica1
Stricker

assistants: D. Layer,
* H.J. Marsman,

R.

The work of the group is directed towards the
applications of a synchronously pumped dye laser
which delivers pico-second pulses in the visible
and UV regions. This source is being used for two
different projects: a fluorescence depolarization
and lifetime spectrometer, and a scanning laser
microprobe.
The
fluorescence depolarization
and
lifetime
spectrometer has been developed into a versatile
instrument with a fast response (150 ps FlolHf>.1). The
work is mainly directed towards the determination
of
the intrinsic fluorescence
properties
of
proteins
and protein-DNA/RNA systems.
Current
applications include the study of the fluorescence
of Pf1, fd, and their gene 5 complexes; the results
are used to obtain more insight into the (dynamic}
structure
of
the proteins in
solution
(in
collaboration with D.A. Marvin and G.G. Kneale).
The study of a DNA-binding enzyme (EcoRI methylase)
using
fluorescence
has
been
initiated
in
cooperation with R. Brown and F. Winkler.
There
were some external users during the year: H. Salzer
(Heidelberg)
on the depolarization of labelled
actin;
J. Kruse (Strasbourg) on the fluorescence
properties of tomato bushy stunt virus and turnip
yellow mosaic virus in order to study the swelling
behaviour of the viruses; J.H. Kan and J.E. Mellema
(University of Leiden, Netherlands) and H.
Salzer
(Heidelberg) on the mobility of the N-terminal part
of
alfalfa mosaic virus using
depolarization
measurements.
The mechanical part of the laser microprobe (LAMP),
which was designed with G.J. Brakenhoff (Amsterdam)
and
constructed in the EMBL
workshops,
was
completed during the year. The optical resolution
was checked at various excitation wavelengths and
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was found to be 97 nm at a wavelength of 280 nm.
A·
first application is the scanning of chromosomes
from
Drosophila in collaboration
with
J.-E.
Edstrom, where high resolution is essential.
Concurrently the electronic and data processing part
is still under construction and should be completed
during 1982. Eventually it is intended to study the
diffusion
of fluorophores in membranes
using
fluorescence bleaching and
intensity correlation
techniques and comparing the results.
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2.4.5.

Development

techniques

Member: W. Ansorge
Fellow: T. Knott *

Student: P. Kollenz *

Visiting
workers: * M.P. Gaub * ,
C. KrUger , P. Oudet

*

J.M. Jeltsch * ,

Technical assistants: R. Barker, J. Dickson
Microinjection

living cells

A technique for microinjection into cells was
developed, with several simplifications in the
preparation and handling of micropipettes, sample
filling and the injecting system.
The simplified
procedure makes it possible to pull and fill the
capillaries in an easy, reproducible and fast way,
taking only about one minute each. The estimated
sample ejection
with this system
corresponds to 10- -10ml per second. Compared
to other known techniques using pressurized gas in
bottles, this ejected volume is three orders of
magnitude smaller and makes the system of interest
for work with cells smaller than 50
The
manipulation of the sample ejection system is very
easy and no time is needed to learn it. The user
can
inject the sample volume either in
the
cytoplasm
or
nucleus,
as
desired,
by
manipulating a single button.
Cells could be injected at an initial rate of about
600-800 per hour, the actual number of cells
injected in one hour being about 400.
A system for
microinjection
and follow-up of
fluorescently
labelled
proteins into cells was set up
in
collaboration with D. Louvard.
The above
make the injection technique
easily accessible to molecular biologists who need
to screen for expression of the recombinants made
in vitro,
or
to study the
distribution
of
fluorescently labelled structural proteins.
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The pressure, the valves and the penetration of the
driver)
may
be
regulated
cell
(piezo
The system would be of interest
electronically.
for any automated injection process.
System for DNA sequencing with resolution up to 600
base pair§
Tests and studies on further optimization
of
resolution
on DNA sequencing gels have
been
continued. There has been work on the problem of
sample quality. After discussion and collaboration
with H. Garoff and S. Kvist the group was able to
prepare samples of sufficiently good quality (it
seems to be properly labelled even around 1000 base
pairs) .
The effect of the
physico-chemical
properties of gels and buffers and of different
running conditions on resolution were tested. Gels
0.1 mm - 0.2 mm thick and up to 1.2 m long were
cast and tested routinely.
It was possible to count up to 600 base pairs in
the new system usins 1m long gels (Ansorge &
Barker,
to be submitted).
At present
the
resolution is no longer limited by the quality of
the sample but by the resolving power of the
polyacrylamide gel.
Protein separation
by impregnation in potassium permanganate and silver nitrate
This
new technique for the visualization
of
proteins separated by gel electrophoresis
was
developed in the group and applied both to the very
thin (0.1 - 0.2 mm)
and to the usual 1 mm thick
gels (Ansorge,
1981). It is reproducible, only
stable chemicals are used and it can be shortened
to about one hour even for the 1 mm thick gels.
The amount of silver used is very small, the most
expensive
chemical
in
the
procedure
being
trichloracetic acid. An interesting feature is the
resulting different colours of the protein bands.
The technique has been used with success in the
continuous, discontinuous and tY8-dimensional gel
systems. Amounts as low as 5x10g of protein per
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band were resolved (Ansorge, in preparation).
In
collaboration with the clinics in Neukoelln (W.
Berlin)
the group has tested its
isoelectric
focussing,
SDS separation and the two-dimensional
techniques with the aim of finding fast and very
sensitive diagnostic tools for pre-natal diseases
and cancer. New protein bands were correlated with
some diseases, using the above technique.
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2.4.6.

Operating
flow centrifuge

of

a self-pumping continuous-

Member: L.-S. Kim
The basic operating principles of self-pumping
continuous-flow centrifugation have been studied.
When an open bent tube with one limb vertical
rotates around the vertical axis with the bottom
end in a liquid, the liquid will be pumped up and
ejected above a certain speed (see Plate
14). If
the central part of the vertical limb is widened to
form a rotor chamber, and liquid is supplied
continuously, sedimentation takes place in the
rotor chamber (see Plate 15). In this self-pumping
continuous-flow
centrifugation
(SPCFC),
under
certain conditions, the sedimentation coefficient
depends only on the geometrical design of the rotor
and the properties of the suspension, but not on
rotor
speed or flow rate,
i.e. there is
a
compensating effect between rotor speed and
flow
rate.
If
the flow is confined to a narrow
space
perpendicular to the centrifugal field, a laminar
flow region required for sedimentation field
flow
fractionation may be maintained in a simple manner.
The stability of the flow region and the geometric
factors influencing the performance of a selfpumping
continuous-flow centrifuge
have
been
studied in preliminary experiments.
Such centrifugation methods can be used in the
design
of
both preparative
centrifuges
and
analytical
fractionation
centrifuges
with
separations
better than in hitherto
existing
centrifuges.
An apparatus employing SPCFC and several test
rotors have been designed and constructed, and the
operating
principles
have
been
tested
in
preliminary experimental studies during this year.
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Sketch of a device illustrating the
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Modification of the device to include a centrifuge rotor.
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2.4.7.

Magnetic segaration
Member: T. Reed
Technical assistant: A. Cockcroft
The kinetics of biological cell binding to low
concentrations (3.3 vol% to 14 vol%) of sensitized
adsorption beads in the presence of non-binding
cells was further studied in a short series of
experiments.
These confirmed the earlier findings
on the kinetic rate law, on the magnitude of the
rate constant, and on the low level of non-specific
binding which is an import:lnt factor in applying
the kinetically controlled "open array" method to
cell separation.
All these studies were run on the
system consisting of concanavalin-A substrate
bound to the beads, HeLa (S-3) cells as the target
cells and modified mouse myeloma cells (NS-1)
as
the "null target" cells.
This work completed the
application of model systems to the determination
of the kinetics of biological cells binding to
sensitized adsorption beads.
A "static array" device for use in cell-binding
studies was completed.
In the static array system,
the magnetic beads are bound to wires by magnetic
gradients produced by inserting the section of the
flow tube containing the wires between the poles of
a conventional electromagnet.
A series of flow
studies using suspensions of BeLa (S-3) and NS-1
cells showed that the level of mechanical cell
trapping and subsequent non-specific binding was
unacceptably high in this kind of separation.
Although sufficient refinement of the method might
result in an acceptably low level of mechanical
retention and hence a low level of non-specific
binding, it was felt that further effort on static
array devices would be relatively unproductive.
Development
was stopped on this
system
and
concentrated on the dynamic array system.
A dynamic array device based on the principles
developed at the EMBL was constructed by Professor
P.M.B. Walker at Edinburgh University, who conducted a series of flow studies with Magnogel 44 to
evaluate the need for stirring and the role of flow
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rate.
A larger dynamic array device using some of
Walker's suggestions was constructed at the EMBL.
This has been used successfully in two different
forms.
In the first, no iron jacket or pole pieces
were used. In the second an iron jacket was used,
with pole pieces shaped
minimize
magnetic
anomalies.
While
both designs worked
in
a
satisfactory manner the jacketed model was found to
be preferable because a much lower overall magnetic
field
could be used to generate a
suitable
containment barrier, and the lower field produced
less
interaction
between
the
magnetically
susceptible beads and the magnetic field within the
bottle. A series of containment studies indicated
that magnetic Sepharose gave a better distribution
of particles within the bottle than Magnogel 44.
Binding studies under flow conditions
the
concanavalin-A substrate with HeLa (3-3) cells
showed the high rate of binding predicted by the
kinetic theory.
The overall results were regarded
as sufficient to justify application of the method
to actual cell separation problems involving monoclonal antibodies.
A series of studies was initiated to familiarize
the members of the group with the separation,
characterization and purification of monoclonal
antibodies.
An optimal test system
for
the
separation method was obtained from Dr. R. Hyman of
the Salk Institute, la Jolla, California.
The cell
lines included: a hybridoma which produces
a
monoclonal anti-Thy-1.1 IgG, a hybridoma
which
produces a monoclonal anti-Thy-1. 1 IgM, a lymphoma
having a high concentration of Thy-1.1 receptors to
serve as the target cells and a mutant of the
target cell lymphoma which has essentially no Thy1.1 receptors to serve as the null target cell for
mixture studies.
The availability of both an IgG
and an IgM of the same specificity provides a
degree of safety in the event that problems develop
with one of the two types of antibody.
Furthermore
it provides a comparison of the binding efficiency
of these two types of antibody the geometry of
which is so different.
Very few binding studies of
any sort have been run using IgM
The
use of cultured cells for both the target and null
target cells is important because it ensures an
unlimited
supply
of
cells
having
uniform
properties. This program will be completed early in

1982.
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2.4.8.

Isolation of organelles with antibodies
Member: K. Howell
Fellow: A. Harel-Bellan
Student: E. Sztul

*

*

Visiting worker: A. Ito *
Technical assistants: S. Massardo, A. Scharm

*

A major aim of the group is to develop an efficient
method for cell fractionation using organellespecific antib01ies bound to a solid support.
This
type of isolation system is desirable because when
a cell is homogenized the subcellular compartments
fragment and form small vesicles many of which have
the same size and density.
It is therefore
difficult to separate individual components by
conventional techniques.
An example is given in
Plate
16, which is an electron micrograph of all
the components of a rat liver
which
isolate at a density of 1.15 g/cm.
The major
component of the fraction is small, smooth membrane
vesicles derived from smooth endoplasmic reticulum
and
plasma
membrane;
but also
evident
are
components
of
the
Golgi
apparatus,
rough
endoplasmic
reticulum
and
fragments
of
mitochondria.
Use was made of the experimental
system of Ito & Palade (1978), that is to sayan
antibody raised against the enzyme NADPH cytochrome
P 450 reductase was bound to a
acrylamide bead
and incubated with this fraction. The results are
shown in Plate 17. Only one of the morphological
components of the fraction the small smooth
membrane vesicles - bound to the antibody and hence
to
the bead. The bead with the bound vesicles can
be
separated from the unbound
fraction
and
characterization of the two fractions can
be
performed
e.g.
enzyme
assays,
chemical
determinations and a morphological survey.
In
collaboration with A. Ito, this sY'3tem was used to
examine further the 'overlap' of traditional marker
enzymes between the endoplasmic reticulum and the
Golgi apparatus.
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large bank of antibodies, specific to each
organelle, needs to be produced in order for this
isolation
to have widespread applicability.
It is envisioned that antibodies produced by the
techniques developed by D. Louvard will provide the
affinity
reagents required.
Louvard has
been
successful in raising organelle-specific antibodies
to Golgi, endoplasmic reticulum and lysosomes (see
Report of the Louvard group).
A major project
during the year has been the testing and raising of
specific antibodies.
In addition to this group,
both Louvard and B. Burke are ralslng organellespecific monoclonal antibodies and members of the
Simons' group are raising
membrane-specific
monoclonal antibodies which will be available for
this project.
project has been to develop a separation
instrument so
the isolation procedure will be
rapid and cause
damage to the organelles.
T.
Reed has produced a magnetic system similar to
the one he has successfully used to isolate cells
and the group will be testing this soon (see Report
of the Reed group).
Reference
Ito, A. & Palade, G.E. (1978). J. Cell Biol.,
590-597.
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PLATE 16
Electron
micrograph of all components of rat
liver
homogenate of density 1.15 g/cm 3 . The fraction was isolated
in a sucrose density gradient. The major component of the
fraction
is small, smooth membrane vesicles
derived
primarily from the smooth endoplasmic reticulum and the
plasma membrane.
Other components present are vesicles
derived from the rough endoplasmic reticulum (marked with
large arrow heads), Golgi elements (marked with small arrow
heads),
and mitochondrial fragments (marked with arrows).
Magnification: 37,500 times.
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500nm

PLATE 17
Electron micrograph showing the results of the immunoadsorption procedure. Acrylamine beads with anti-NADPH
cytochrome P 450 reductase bound were incubated with the
fraction shown in Plate 16.
The micrograph shows the
components of the fraction which bound and therefore
contain the enzyme NADPH cytochrome P 450.
Magnification:
37,500 times.
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Head: H.B. Stuhrmann *

*

joint heads: J. Bordas, M. Koch

*

(The personnel and visitors to the Outstation
listed separetely on p.153below).

are

During 1981 the storage ring DORIS was
used
exclusively as a dedicated source of synchrotron
radiation.
Main user shifts in Lab IV, on the
positron ring, amounted to 53 twelve-hour shifts,
whereas a total of 209 shifts were available in
HASYLAB on the electron ring.
After the shutdown of DORIS, which is planned to
end in May 1982, the machine will be considerably
up-graded and should run for approximately 10
months per year.
One third of this time will
consist of dedicated beam periods for synchrotron
radiation research in HASYLAB. The remaining two
thirds
are reserved for high energy
physics
experiments, during which the machine will be run
at 5 GeV with currents anticipated to be
20 mAo
Under these conditions useful beam should
be
available both in HASYLAB and in Lab IV.
Despite the fact that this evolution, which will
lead in the future to a transfer of the main
experimental activity of the Outstation to HASYLAB,
was planned, a difficult balance had to be found
between the requirements of the development of the
new instruments in HASYLAB and the efficient use of
the available dedicated beam time for experiments
in Lab IV.
Biological experiments, development of new systems
and technical support tasks are so intimately
linked in the activities of the Outstation and of
its individual staff members that it is difficult
to
draw a borderline between
these
various
categories. In this sense, the classification given
below is somewhat artificial.
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A. TecQQical suoport
The support
was mainly involved this year
in the design and construction of the new
instruments in HASYLAB,
as well as in the
maintenance of the instruments in Lab IV.
This
activity, which covers all areas of hardware and
software, will also continue to be its main task
until the middle of 1983. As a result of the
efforts of this group, the camera for timeresolved measurements in HASYLAB is operational
and the beam line for protein crystallography
should be ready by the end of the
DORIS
shutdown.
The third beam line, which is
allocated
to EXAFS experiments, is in
an
advanced stage of design and will probably be
ready by the end of 1982. Plate 18 shows a
general view of these constructions.

The activities in this group are vital for .the
success of the biological experiments. They are
at present mainly centred around the development
of
appropriate detectors, data
acquisition
systems and data evaluation software.
Two
extremely fast linear
detectors
with
parallel readout capable of count rates up to 20
MHz were developed in 1981. One of these devices
is illustrated in Plate 20. Furthermore, first
tests were carried out with area detectors with
fast readout.
Plates 19 and 21 illustrate the
progress made with these devices.
Finally, a
major effort has been undertaken to develop
software for an area detector for
protein
crystallography.

c.

Expepiments
The complete list of projects is given in Table
I and a full account of the results is to be
found in the references.
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PLATE 18
General view of HASYLAB taken in August 1981.
The two
arrows indicate the location of the new EMBL instruments.
A: Time-resolved measurement (X33) and B:
protein
crystallography (S31).
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PLATE 19
Film exposure of frog sartorius muscle taken on the new
camera for time-resolved measurements (X33). [A], [8] and
[C] show the display of a similar pattern obtained with an
area detector. Two different intensity windows were used
for the display, i.e. only the parts of the picture where
the intensity is above the lower level and below the upper
level are shown. In [8] a very strong equatorial reflexion
appears as a hole, whereas the meridional reflexions are
clearly resolved.
In [C] both limits of the window are
lowered and all strong reflexions appear as holes, whereas
the layer lines are clearly recognizable. [D] illustrates
the meridional diffraction pattern of frog sartorius muscle
as seen in the ultra small-angle scattering camera. The
abscissa corresponds to the orders of the sarcomere repeat
(2.5
Note that this entire pattern is contained
inside the hatched area in [A].
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PLATE 20
The wire-per-wire detector system.
with its preamplifier-discriminators
the 128 scalers and the buffer memory
system has an overall count rate of
resolution of 1 mm.
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The linear detector
is at the right and
are on 7the left. This
2.0x10
and spatial

PLATE 21

Evolution of the diffraction pattern of collagen after
incubation with phosphotungstic acid as followed with an
area detector.
(A, after 30 s; B, after 60 s; C, after 90
s; D, after 8 min).
Kinetic experiments with area
detectors will require very large memories to store the
data during the experiment, e.g. in this case each image
consists of 16,384 data points.
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EXAFS
Studies
and their model

in

H.
Greve and B.
Krebs (MUnster);
J.
Randall
(Edinburgh), G. Dodson (York);
J. Bordas, M.H.J.
Koch.
The results of a very comprehensive investigation
of the structure of the environment of zinc, an
atom to which other spectroscopic techniques are
"blind", have now been fully analysed. Selected
examples
of spectroscopic results
for
model
compounds
are shown in Plate 22a-c.
It
is
gratifying to realize that it is possible to
interpret very complex local structures with a high
accuracy using powdered samples or solutions.
A first new biochemical result obtained from this
study has been the elucidation of the structure
around the Zn sites in sheep liver metallo-thionein
(Garner et al., Manchester).
Besides Zn centres, other metal environments have
been studied. Among the results for the metal site
of copper proteins those for Cu-thionein have
already been interpreted and are illustrated in
Plate 22d (H.J.
Hartmann and U. Weser, TUbingen).
Protein
Low-temperature

study of tryosino-

J. Walter and W. Steigemann (MPI of Biochemistry,
Martinsried)i
T.P.
Singh (Dept. of Physics,
University of Indore, India); H.D. Bartunik (EMBL,
Hamburg) ;
W.
Bode
and R.
Huber
(MPI
of
Biochemistry, Martinsried).
This project which was already mentioned
year's Report has been completed.

in

The low-temperature structures were refined to
factors of 18.7% (170 K) and 20.9% (100 K).
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Analysis of the main-chain temperature factor and
of Fourier maps (Plate 23) indicates that the
flexible segments (N-terminus to Gly 19, Gly 142Pro 152, Gly 184-31Y 193, Gly 216-Asn 223) in the
trypsinogen structure remain disordered even at 100
K,
except for the N-terminal region.
Although at
room temperature no electron density is observed in
the Fourier map between the N-terminus and Gly 19,
at 170 K there is density for Gly 18, at 100 K for
Gly 18 and Val 17. This demonstrates for the first
time that collective internal motions occur in a
crystalline protein even at very low temperatures.
Time-resolved

crystallographic study of ligand re-

H.D. Bartunik and E. Jerzembek
Pruss and G. Huber (Inst.
Appl.
Hamburg) .

Hamburg);
D.
Physics,
Univ.

The 3-dimensional structure of haem proteins,
in
particular in the vicinity of the haem, depends on
the ligation state. The project aims to determining
structural changes in MbCO which occur during
ligand rebinding following pulse photolysis,
by
of time-resolved crystallography (at loW
temperatures)
on a
time scale.
The
feasibility of such studies has been demonstrated
by measuring the time course of approximately 30
Bragg reflections from a small MbCO crystal before
and after photolysis of the ligand by a 10 ns laser
pulse.
Plate 24 shows the experimental set-up
together with the time course (insert B) observed
for three simultaneously recorded reflections.
At
room
temperature,
these intensities
displayed
exponential relaxation with a lifetime of 3 ms in
good agreement with the results from
optical
transmission studies of ligand rebinding in MbCO in
solution.
The results can be interpreted
as
of the production of a transient deoxyMb
state immediately after the flash followed by
statistical rebinding of the ligand, a view which
is supported by the results of
time-resolved
optical transmission studies of ligand rebinding in
single crystals of MbCO.
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PLATE 22a
(CH3COCHCOC6H5)2ZnC2H50H
In this and the following diagrams the experimental EXAFS
spectrum (full line) and the result of the theoretical fits
using
first-principle calculations (dotted line)
are
compared. The table on the right gives a comparison of the
results obtained by x-ray diffraction and by EXAFS. Note
the
sensitivity
of the method to changes
in
the
coordination of the metal atom.

PLATE 22b
(C3H3N2COO)2Zn(B20)2
The EXAFS spectrum of this model
bound to two imidazoles, shows
around 130 eV characteristic of
feature
is
present
[Zn(imidazole)6] + shown below.

" wh"lC h Zn 2+ lS
"
compoun d , In
the typical "camel back"
imidazole ligands.
This
in
the
spectrum
of
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400

D

x-ray
2.027
2.078
2.327
2.857
3.018
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D

EXAFS
2.00
2.06
2.22
2.88
3.03
3.21

PLATE 22c
[Zn(imidazole)6]2+
The Zn-complex with imidazole ligands alone has three
shells.

PLATE 22d
Cu site of yeast Cu-thionein showing the cubane-type
arrangement of copper and sulphur atoms in this protein
inferred from chemical information and EXAFS results.
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PLATE 23
Stereo pairs of a section of the Fourier map and the
refined model of trypsinogen around Gly 19 near the Nterminus at room temperature (A), 173 K (8), and 103 K (C).
Contours are drawn starting from 0 (= standard deviation of
the electron density) in steps of 0 .
Residues 10-19 are
not ordered at room temperature.
Gly 18 is visible in the
Fourier map at 173 K (8), Gly 18 and Val 17 at 103 K (C).
A. A. section of the final Fourier map and the refined model
of trypsinogen around Gly 19 at room temperature.
B. A. section of the final Fourier map and the refined model
of trypsinogen around Gly 19 at 173 K.
C. A section of the final Fourier map and the refined model
of trypsinogen around Gly 19 at 103 K.
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PLATE 24
Time-resolved crystallographic data collection from MbCO
before and after laser pulse photolysis of the ligand. The
time course of the intensity of the three Bragg reflexions
indicated in the box in insert A, recorded with a linear
detector, is illustrated in insert B.
One time-frame
corresponds to 500
The data were accummulated at room
temperature over 500 repetitions (flashes).
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Time-resolved measurements
Time-resolved measurements were carried out to
study assembly processes in solution on a variety
of systems (tubulin, actin, tobacco mosaic virus
coat protein, haemoglobin) in the time range from a
few 100 ms to a few seconds.
The experimental data for most of these projects
are
either being analysed or in some
cases
submitted for publication or in press.
The studies of muscle contraction were pursued on
several systems:
arthropod muscle, insect flight
and frog sartorius muscle.
A brief account
of the latter project is given below.
X-ray

diffraction

muscTe----

studies

of

H.E.
Huxley,
LR. Faruqi,
M.
Kress
(MRC,
Cambridge); R.M. Simmons (Univ. College, London);
J. Bordas, M.H.J. Koch.
These studies are directed at finding out what are
the structural changes in the cross bridges between
actin and myosin filaments in muscle which bring
about contraction. The problem is being approached
by applying small but very rapid length changes to
an otherwise isometrically contracting muscle, so
that a temporary synchronization of crossbridge
movement is produced and can be detected as changes
in the low-angle x-ray diffraction diagram.
It
was found that changes in muscle
length
representing a movement of adjacent actin and
myosin filaments past each other by 100
or less
produced a very large drop in intensity (to one
quarter or less) of the 143
meridional reflexion,
without any change in the width or the spacing of
the reflexion.
These and other observations, which are described
in detail in recent publications, show that very
drastic
alterations
in the
organization
or
structure of the crossbridges occur when actin and
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myosin filaments move rapidly past each other by
about 100 i during contraction, i.e. by the amourit
that
be associated with one crossbridge
'throw'. This provides direct structural evidence,
hitherto unavailable, of a direct physical link
between an axial change in the structure
or
positioning of crossbridges and the axial movement
of actin filaments past myosin filaments. However,
the position has not yet been reached where these
large
changes in the patterns can be
fully
understood
in terms of a detailed model
of
crossbridge behaviour.
Nevertheless, the approach
is revealing new and well defined
structural
phenomena during the crossbridge cycle, which are
planned to be explored further in the future and
which, combined with other types of experiments on
muscle structure and chemistry, should provide
direct information about the energy-transducing
events.

H.B. Stuhrmann
A

systematic exploration of the potential offered
this new
(see 1980 Report) has been
started. Measurements have been carried out on a
variety
of systems
including
metalloenzymes,
synthetic polyelectrolytes, ribosomes and membrane
model systems.
Anomalous dispersion of
absorbed ro-t5e:Sllrface

barium and

europium ions

P. Laggner, H.B. Stuhrmann.
Small-angle scattering measurements were carried
out on the X15 camera at th2 wavelen§ths of the LIII absorption edges of Ba + and Eu + ions, which
had been added to solutions of lipoproteins (HDL
and
LDL)
and to
phosphatidylcholine
(DPPC)
vesicles. These experiments aimed at obtaining
otherwise inaccessible information on the structure
and ionic shell of these lipid-water interfaces. In
the case or the DPPC vesicles, measurements were
taken at different temperatures to study
the
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effects of the chain-melting
ionic surface layer.

on

the

small-an[le
J. Bordas, M.H.J. Koch.
Although other cameras to perform scattering work
at small angles exist
the Outstation, none of
them are
for the studX of structures much
larger than around
1,000 X in their largest
dimension.
The
characteristics of
synchrotron
combined with suitable x-ray optics can, however,
lead to resolutions in
such that the
scattering patterns can complement
in some
cases improve on the results obtained with optical
microscopy,
electron
microscopy
light
scattering methods. A new high-resolution device
(X12) designed and built at the Outstation was used
to record the meridional diffraction pattern from
frog
muscle illustrated in Plate 19d.
The
reflexions
are
of
the
distribution of mass within a sarcomere. The first
Bragg peak corresponds tQ the second order of the
sarcomere repeat (25,000 X).
To give an indication of the resolving power of the
instrument Plate 19a shows, on a muscle diffraction
pattern obtained with the new time-resolved smallangle diffraction instrument in HASYLAB (X33), the
region of reciprocal space corresponding to the
pattern obtained with the new device. One may note
the wealth of structural detail which is hidden in
the region of the scattering pattern, and which
hitherto could not be recorded by x-ray diffraction
methods.
Other
systems
than muscle
have
also
been
investigated using this new
These include a
study of the variation of the
interfibrillar
spacing in cornea as a function of hydration,
well as a variety of experiments on
protein
solution.
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Table 1
List of projects

Projects
a)

01}.

Xu..
+

Low temperature study of trypsinogen
at 100 K

W. Bode, R. Huber, J. Walter
(MPI flir Biochemie,
Martinsried)

Time-resolved study of ligand rebinding in MbCO following laser pulse
photolysis

H.D. Bartunik, E. Jerzembek
Hamburg), D. Pruss,
G. Huber (University
Hamburg)

Crystallographic structure of porin,
an integral membrane protein from
E:.coli

R.M. Garavito, J.A. Jenkins,
J.N. Jansonius, R. Karlsson,
J.P. Rosenbusch (Biozentrum
Basel)

Structure determination of ascorbate
oxidase including anomalous techniques

R. Huber, R. Ladenstein
(MPI fur Biochemie,
Martinsried)

High-resolution study of haemocyanin
near the Cu K-edge

J. Drenth, W. Haygema,
W. HoI, C. Kalk (Univ.
Groningen)

High-resolution study fo actin-DNAase

W. Kabsch (MPI fur Med.
Forschung, Heidelberg),
D. Suck (EMBL, Heidelberg)

Structure determination of kallikrein

W. Bode, Z. Chen, R. Huber
(MPI fur Biochemie,
Martinsried)

Crystallographic structure of phosphorylase B

L.N. Johnson, K.S. Wilson
(Univ. Oxford)

+ In collaboration with K.S. Bartels and H.D. Bartunik
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Structure
of insect i(biliverdin carrier protein)

K. Petratos, D. Tsernoglou
State University)

Very high resolution study of ribonuclease A at -30 0 C

K. Petratos, D. Tsernoglou
State University)

Very high resolution study of plastocyanin

M. Guss, q.C. Freeman
(University of Sydney)

Structure determination of aspartate
transcarbamylase catalytic subunit

M. Moody, F. Winkler
(EMBL, Heidelberg)

Time-resolved study of contracting
live crab leg muscle

Y. Maeda, K.C. Holmes
(MPI fUr Med. Forschung,
Heidelberg)

Time-resolved study of contracting
live lobster muscle

Y. Maeda, K.C. Holmes
(MPI fUr Med. Forschung,
Heidelberg)
.

Time-resolved study of stretchglycerinated insect
flight muscle

R.S. Goody, K.C. Holmes
eMPI fUr Med. Forschung,
Heidelberg) K. GUth, M. Just
Heidelberg)

+ in collaboration with H.D. Bartunik

Projects on
a) Small-angle diffraction
X-ray diffraction from corneal
collagen

G. Elliott, Z. Sayers,
S. Whitburn, K. Meek
(Oxford)

Intermolecular crosslinking of
bovine collagen

K. Hornbech-Svendson
(Copenhagen)

b) Time-resolved measurements
Muscle
Time-resolved studies on contracting frog muscle
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H.E. Huxley, A.R. Faruqi,
M. Kress (Cambridge),
R.M. Simmons (London)

x-ray diffraction
from thin filaments in contracting frog muscle

M. Kress

Collagen
T.
(Heidelberg)

Small-angle scattering from native
and stained collagen fibres

ij.

Riedl

Solutions
Polymerization of actin

J. Bordas, M. Koch
(EMBL, Hamburg)

Structural transitions in microtubule
assembly

E.
E.M. Mandelkow
(MPI, Heidelberg)

solution scattering
studies of TMV coat protein assembly

T.M. Schuster (Connectibut)

Stopped flow studies on the reconstitution of carboxyhaemoglobin from
isolated subunits

Y. Inoko (Osaka)

+ in collaboration with J. Bordas and M. Koch

X-ray absorption experiments on
2 Zn and 4 Zn insulin, carboxypeptidase A and model compounds

J. Randall (Edinburgh),
G. Dodson (York)

X-ray absorption spectroscopy
of copper proteins

T. Vanngard, K.E. Falk,
B. Reinhammar (Goteborg)

EXAFS investigation of the iron
centres of soy bean lipoxygenase

M. Feiters (Utrecht)

EXAFS study on Cu-thionein from
yeast

U. Weser, H.-J. Hartmann
(TUbingen)

EXAFS study of the stereochemistry
of model complexes for Zn enzymes

B. Krebs, H. Grewe
(MUnster)

+ in collaboration with J. Bordas and M. Koch
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on X15_:
Counter-ion distribution in the 50S
subunit of E.coli ribosomes

K. Nierhaus (MPI fUr
Molekulare Genetik, Berlin)

Phase determination of Bragg
reflexions of DPPC membranes by
anomalous scattering of erbium

G. 8Uldt (Biozentrum,
Basel)

The location of iron atoms in human
oxyhaemoglobin as seen by anomalous
scattering of iron at the K-absorption edge

H. Notbohm (Med. Hochschule,
LUbeck)

Iron-iron distances in catalase as
seen by resonant scattering of
iron at the K-absorption edge

F. Parak (TU MUnchen)

Anomalous scattering of zinc and
mercury in aspartate transcarbamylase

M. Moody (EMBL, Heidelberg),
P. Vachette (CNRS Gif-surYvette)

Distance between mercury atoms in
the a-chains of haemoglobin as seen
by anomalous scattering of mercury
at the Ll1I-absorption edge

Y. Inoko (Osaka)

Binding sites of terbium ions in
t-RNA from anomalous scattering
of terbium at the Ll1I-absorption
edge

R. Rigler (Stockholm)

Binding of barium ions to low density and high density lipoprotein
at various temperatures

P. Laggner (EMBL, Hamburg)

Decoration of DPPC-vesicle suspension
with europium ions studied by
anomalous scattering of europium
at its LllI-absorption edge

P. Laggner (EM8L, Hamburg)

+

in collaboration with H.B. Stuhrmann
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2.6.

The Outstation at the ILL, Grenoble
Head: B. Jacrot *
(the other personnel and visitors to the Outstation
are listed separately on p. 156 belOw)
The Outstation in Grenoble was established to
promote and develop, in cooperation with
the
Institut Laue Langevin (ILL), the use of neutrons
in molecular biology.
In December 1981 the Outstation was installed in a new building which also
houses the biology and chemistry groups of the ILL.
This provides a coherent arrangement, equipped with
biochemical facilities as well as with the main
physical tools used in structural biology ix-rays,
electron microscope, inelastic light scattering.
The Outstation also has a new
which
grows deuterated organisms to provide neutron users
(and possibly also NMR scientists) with
molecules.
Service activity is an important part of the
laboratory's work, both in assisting those carrying
out neutron experiments, and also in the use of
other facilities. Indeed in many cases a proper use
of the neutron data requires information obtained
by other physical methods, in particular x-ray
scattering, x-ray diffraction and light scattering,
and also by biochemical methods. For instance an
important output of neutron scattering measurements
is the determination of molecular weights. This
requires a knowledge of the sample concentration
which is best obtained by quantitative amino-acid
analysis.
The program of the Outstation, apart from service
activity, is oriented in several main directions.
In
all cases the various resources
of
the
laboratory are used in conjunction with neutrons.
These directions are outlined below.
Virus
Work on influenza virus (in cooperation with J.
Mellema, Leiden) and Semliki Forest virus (in
cooperation with H. Soderlund, Helsinki) has been
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pursued.
In both cases an important result has
been a new determination of the virus composition.
For instance in influenza virus it has been found
that the spikes account for
of the total
weight, leaving only a small amourit of protein to
build the nucleocapsid.
Semliki Forest virus has been found to be built
from 180 copies of the various proteins, instead of
the 240 estimated by electron microscopy. In a
project on adenovirus (in cooperation with the
Laboratory of Virology, University of Lille), it
was found that the penton situated on the five-fold
axes is a trimer.
A program on brome mosaic virus
is in
progess.
The use of both light and
neutron
scattering were found to be essential to obtain an
understanding of the state of the solubilized
protein which is a mixture of monomers, dimers and
probably hexamers. Experiments have been carried
out with synchrotron radiation to follow
the
formation of capsids from these proteins. For the
same virus the gross conformation of the viral RNA
in solution has been measured, and it appears that,
even in the presence of magnesium, the RNA is far
less compact than in the virion.
The action of
polyamines and of the viral protein will
be
investigated.
The translation of the
various
components of the RNA are being studied as a
function of the conformation.

Like
viruses,
membrane
proteins
which
are
solubilized by detergents or embedded in a lipid
layer are objects suitable for analysis by neutron
scattering.
A cooperative programme with H. Weiss
(EMBL, Heidelberg) has made possible the determination
of a rough quaternary structure
of
cytochrome
reductase. In'
another
cooperative
program,
with
R. Strom and
his
colleagues
(University of Rome), the modification of the
membrane structure by mellitin, a protein from bee
venom
which
has a dramatic effect
on
the
permeability, has been analysed, using both x-ray
and neutron diffraction.
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A growing sctivity of the laborstory deals with the
formation of complexes between membrane proteins
and detergents, complexes which are soluble and can
even be crystallized (with J. Rosenbusch, Basel).
First there has been a detailed study of the
micelles of these detergents using the various
physical methods available in the laboratory, and
this has developed into a . study of detergentprotein complexes and more recently of the process
of crystallization of these.
This is a typical
example of fruitful cooperation between a molecular
biologist and a physicist who understands phase
transitions.
Low
Previously developed at the ILL, this technique
will now become part of the program of
the
Outstation.
It is based on neutron diffraction
from crystals of complexes which are unsuitable for
high resolution x-ray crystallography. The most
recent application deals with crystals of tRNA/tRNA
synthetase complexes (in cooperation with D. Moras
and his colleagues, Strasbourg).
It is planned to
use neutron diffraction in parallel with electron
microscopy. Recent developments in the Outstation
that permit the observation of the same sample in
two orthogonal sections should be useful, and the
use of contrast variation with electron microscopy
is also being considered.
The
An important part of the Outstation, with its own
research program as well as a substantial service
activity,
is the deuteration
laboratory.
It
currently grows both prokaryotes and eukaryotes
(Physarum polycephalum).
It provides deuterated
proteins or-nucTerc-acids from these organisms on
request, and it is also working on simple and
accurate methods to assay the level of deuteration.
The dyn=:.mics of enzymes
Another activity which may develop 1n the future is
the study
the dynamics of enzymes.
In a preliminary experiment it has been found possible to
determine the frequency spectrum associated with
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the various motions in hexokinase with and
its substrate bound.
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without

3.

Administration
To

facilitate comparison,
summary of the
situation is presented in two tables
in the same form as last
Table 2
summarizes the budgeted and actual expenses
during 1981; staff costs and operating costs
have further increased in comparison with 1980
whereas
capital
expenditure
has
further
decreased. Table 3 which includes the Budget for
1982, gives an indication of general trends.
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TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF THE LABORATORY'S BUDGETED AND ACTUAL INCOME AND EXPENDITURE DURING 1981

.....I

w

U1
I

INCOME

BUDGET
KDM

ACTUAL
KDM

EXPENDITURE

Carried forward from 1980

6,622

6,622

Staff Costs
(including Internal Tax)

20,989

19,737

Liquidation of Reserve

2,801

2,801

Operating Costs

13,981

11,204

National Contributions

27,500

27,500

6,245

5,289

Bank Interest

568

1 ,554

672

672

Pension Scheme

574

559

3,742

3,416

80

552

41,887

43,004

41,887

36,902

Internal Tax
Unpaid Commitments
and Other Income
Total Income
Surplus

TOTALS

1 , 117

41,887

Capital Expenditure
Reserve

Total Expenditure
Provisions not spent
or committed
TOTALS

BUDGET
KDM

ACTUAL
KDM

4,985

41,887

TABLE 3
TRENDS IN THE LABORATORI'S INCOME AND EXPENDITURE 1980-1982

INCOME

BUDGET 1982 OUTTURN 1981 OUTTURN 1980
KDM
KDM
KDM

EXPENDITURE

BUDGET 1982 OUTTURN 1981 OUTTURN 1980
KDM
KDM
KDM

6,102

6,622

7,527

Staff Costs (net)

18,418

15,762

13,693

Liquidation of Reserve

672

2,801

2,942

Operating Costs

14,448

11,204

10,407

.......

Ordinary Contributions

30,200

27,500

26,500

4,702

5,289

5,633

0'\

Bank Interest

800

1,554

1,483

558

672

2,801

6,102

6,622

Carried forward
from previous Jahr
I

w
I

Pension Scheme
(previous years only)
Other Income

TOTALS

79
352

552

625

38,126

39,029

39, 156

Capital Expenditure
Reserve
Carried forward to
following year

TOTALS

38,126

39,029

39,156

DIRECTOR-GENERAL

John Kendrew
Secretary
Waltraud Ackermann

Internal auditor
Joachim Willert (part-time)
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STAFF AND VISITORS
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CENTRAL LABORATORY HEIDELBERG
DIVISION OF CELL BIOLOGY
Scientists

Secretaries

Hilary Anderson
Ursula Bassemir*
Jean Burckhardt
Giovanni Cesareni
Riccardo Cortese
Bernhard Dobberstein
Ashley Dunn
Jan-Erik Edstr6m (Senior Scientist)
Anne-Marie Frischauf
Henrik Garoff
Gad Geiger *
Ari Helenius
Herbert Jackie
Sune Kvist
Hans
Karl Matlin
Lulla Melli*
David Meyer
Ken Murray (Senior Scientist)
Noreen Murrj-y
Dick Njssel
*
Christiane NUsslein-Volhard
Vince Pirrotti
Lucas Sanchez
Kai Simons (Senior Scientist)
Nick
Eric Wieschaus
Marc Zabeau
Annie Steiner
Wendy Moses

*) part of the year
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Technicians

Fellows

.
**
Dorte Ablldsten
Monika Andersson*
Eva Maria Bolziu
Christa Brockl
Robin
Karin Burvall
Helfme Cambi.r
So fia
Gitta Dorn
*
Cornelia
Karin Goldmann (part-time)
.lillian Gough *
Ulrike Hellert
*
Waltraud
Doris HUbsch
Hildegard Kluding
Elke Krause
Hartmut
Christina Kurz
Shona Murphy
Annemette
Gabriele Pilz
Annemarie
David Robinson*
Annette Scheib
*
Jennifer Schonherr
*
Margitta Schweinsberger
Helen Senior
Harjit Singh §eyan
Barbara Skene*
t1ichael Smith *
Petra Stevenson 'part-time)
Vivianne Stirling
John Tel ford
Beate Timm
Hilkka Virti
Maria Weber
Claudio A.lvino * (Naples) (EMBL)
Jitka
(Heidelberg)(DFG)
Duncan Byers (Canada) (EMBL)
Jorge Cury de
(Brazil)(Humboldt)
Ottavio
(Naples) (EMBL/Febs)
Michel Fontes *(Marseille)(EMBO)
Stephen Fuller (USA)(Helen Hay Whitney)
Nick Gough (Australia)(EMBO)
Christopher
(Leicester)(EMBO)
Gerd JUrgens (Freiburg) (EMBO)
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Kim Kaiser* (London) (EMBL)
Claudia
(Frankfurt) (DFG)
Rosetta
(Rome)(EMBL)
David Leader (Glasgowj(SRC/Roy.Soc.)
Marie-Christine Mariol (Gif-sur*
(Yvette) (EMBO)
Mark Marsh *(London) (Royal Soc.)
Karl Matlin 'USA)(EMBL)
Luciano Mayol
Michael McGarve¥ (Glasgow) (EMBL)
Gerrit van
(Utrecht) (EMBO)
David Meyer 'USA)(Humboldt)
8liane Mohier *(strassburg) (EMBO)
Brian Mullone¥ (USA)(Humboldt)
Julian Perera (Madrid) (EMBO)
Rafael Perez
(Madrid)(EMBL)
Marja Pesonen (Helsinki) (EMBO)
Concetta
(Naples)(EMBO)
Gert
(S. Africa)(EMBL)
John Pugh 'Liverpool) (EMBL)
Marta Ponzi* (Rome)(EMBO)
Ulrike Reif (Cologne) (EMBL)
Lynne
(Bradford)(EMBO)
Jane Roge.s (Cambridge) (EMBO)
Dan Rohme (Lundj(EMBO)
Franco Scalenghe* (Turin)(EMBO)
Ram Naresh Singh (India) (EMBL)
Angelo Speni (Naples)(EMBO/ENI)
Gary
Cinzia
(Naples)(EMBO)
Emilia Turco (Turin)(EMBO)
Elisabetta Ullu (Rome)
*(University of Rome/EMBL)
Reinhard Vla;ak (Salzburg) (EMBO)
Judith
(USA)(Am. Cancer Soc.)
Ji-hou Xin (Shanghai) (EMBL)
Predoctoral fellows

Lionello Bossi* (Naples)(EMBO)
Lydie Bougueleret (Paris)(EMBL)
Luisa Cesareni (Rome)(Fond. Cenci
*
Bolognetti)
Gennaro Ciliberto *(Naples)(DAAD)
Francisco
(Naples)(EMBL)
Luciana Dente* (Naples)(CNR)
Elliot Ehrich (USA)(EMBL)
Vincenzo Esposito (Naples)(EMBL)
Margarete H.ck (USA)(Fulbright-Hay)
Joyce Lauer
Celestina Mariani (Nijmegen) (EMBL)
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Frances Pace* (Malta)(EMBL)
Heimo Riedel (U.m)(EMBL)
Hermann Steller 'Frankfurt) (EMBL)
Christian Tschudi (Basel) (SNF)
Visiting workers

Altman * ,Manchester)
Ambrowio (S. Africa)
Bacon 'USA)
Baintoi (USA)
Bullas
Churchward *(Geneva)
Crkv.njakov (Belgrad)
Duve
Fantoni
K.G. Fis.hbach (WUrzburg)
N. Genty ,Orsay)
E.
(Milan)
J. Girard *(Canada)
M.M. Gre.n (USA)
C. Grond *(Nijmegen)
W. Hennig *(Nijmegen)
T. Hertner *(ZUrich)
W. Hoffmann* (Salzburg)
J.F.
(Gif-sur-Yvette)
M. Kieliin (USA)
R. Koshy* (Martinsried)
H. Kress (Munich)
*
J.T. Leutwcher-Hazelhoff (Groningen)
L. Lukens *(USA)
I. Mallitz* (Salzburg)
T.
(Bochum)
E. Mohier (Stiassburg)
J.S. Parkinsoi (USA)
J.C. Periiard (ZUrich)
M. Ponzi (Roie)
4. van
(Amsterdam)
U. Rosenberg (ZUrici)
P. Sivassubiahmanian (Canada)
G.
(Palermo)
R. Stocke. (Fribourg)
K. StUber *(Cologne)
R. Tangua¥ (Canada)
A.
(London)
S. Toma *(Milan)
M. Viola *(USA)
A. Viotti (Milan)

J.
R.
J.
D.
L.
G.
R.
H.
A.
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DIVISION OF BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURES

Scientists

Secretary
Technicians

David Banner
Haj 0 Delius
Jacques Dubochet
Robert Freeman
Gareth Griffiths *
Brigitte Jockusch
Greg Hamm
Geoff Kneale
Barbara Koller *
Reuben Leberman
Kevin Leonard
Jean Lepault
Daniel Louvard
Don Marvin
Michael Moody
Colin Nave*
Paul Quinn
Hubert Reggio
Keith Stanley
Dietrich Suck
*
Dimitri Tsernoglou
Akira Tsugita
Clive Walter
Graham Warren
Hanns Weiss
*
Paul Wingfield
Fritz Winkler
Anne Walter
Bruno Antonsson
Talmon Arad
Alan d'Arcy
Brigitte Juchs-d'Arcy
Jill Clarke-Berriman
John Berriman
Rudolf van den Broek
Raymond Brown *
Alice Cockcroft
Alan Fowler
Ruth Giovanelli
Peter Jones
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Kristin Kelley*
Harald Lahm (part-time)
Alasdair McDowall
*
Christine Michalowski
Katarina Nilsson
Andrew Probst
*
Shirley
Annette Scharm
Jean-Jacques Scheffler
Melvin Slaughter
Paul Webster *
David Woodland
Fellows

Predoctoral fellows

Claudio Alvino** (Naples)(EMBL)
John Armstrong* (Cambridge)(Roy.Soc./SRC)
Chantal Astifr (Gif-sur-Yvette) (EMBO)
Manju Bansal (Indij) (Humboldt)
Hans JUrgen Bohnert (DUsseldorff)
(Heisenberg)
Frank Booy 'Bristol) (EMBO)
Brian Burke *(London)(EMBO)
Jean Cartaud (Paris)(EMBO)
Jiin-ju Chang
Annette Dianoux 'Grenoble) (EMBO)
Waltraud Folkhard (Graz)(EMBO)
Otto Greulich (Heidelberg)
* (EMBL)(part-time)
Sven Hovmoller* (Stockholm)(EMBO)
Bengt Karlsson* (Stockholm)(EMBL)
Hiroshi Kihara (Japan) (EMBL)
Yun Li (Shjnghai)(EMBL)
Paul Luzio* (Cambridge) (EMBO)
Kayo Maeda* (Japan)(EMBL)
Paul Quinn (USA)(EMBO)
Kathy Soderberg (USA)
* (Helen Hay Foundation)
Ingo Stuhlfauth (Heidelberg) (EMBL)
Masayuki
(Toulouse)(EMBO)
Patrice Vachette (Gif-sur-Yvette) (EMBO)
Evelyne Coudrier (Paris)(EMBL)
Stephan Fis.her (Munich)(DFG)
Tania Watts (Canada)(Univ. Alberta)
Karin Zimmermann (Heidelberg)(part-time)
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Visiting workers

E.L. Bened.tti * (Paris)
A. Brisson* (Grenoble)
A. Cremefs (Leiden)
T. Cross 'USA)
J.
(Montpellier)
S. Grundy* (Manchester)
F. Harper *(Villejuif)
H.
(Munich)
D. Holmes ,Manchester)
G.
(Munich)
I. Kiss* (Szeged)
J. Lake (YSA)
S. McGavin* (Dundee)
G. Nicolas (Paris)
Y. Nozu 'Japan)
A. Ollins *(USA)
H. OSlnska* (Warsaw)
A. Priele. (Regensburg)
P.
(Bari)
B. Rossi (ijice)
J.W. Sang.r (USA)
S. Sasada 'Japan)
H. Schnabel 'Martinsried)
K.T. Toku¥asu (USA)
A. Yonath (Rehovot)
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DIVISION OF INSTRUMENTATION

Head of Division

Leo de
Arthur Jones

,

(Senior Scientist)
(Senior Scientist)
(Acting Head)

Secretary
Ines Benner
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope
Arthur Jones (Senior Scientist)
Christopher Eavis
Hindrik Elema
*
Jean-Claude Homo
Patrique Labouesse
Brian Unitt
Nicholas Webster
Data analysis group

Stephen Provencher
Richard Bryan*
Vincenzo Dovi
Peter Speck
Robert Vogel
JUrgen G16ckner (Univ. Heidelberg)
,(part-time)
Richard Metzger (Univ. Heidelberg)
(part-time)
U. Hop'er * (Frankfurt)
H. Ruf
J. Smith (Awsterdam)
H.-J. Wagner (Ulm)
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Computer group

Michele Albrecht
Heinz Bosshard
Christian Boulin
Dennis Iversen (Acting Head)
Richard Kempf
Tony Pitt
Herman Struve
*
Wolfgang Winkler
Pascal Konig * (Mulhouse)

Detector development

Laser optics

. *
Bernt Hartflel
Roel Wijnaendts van Resandt
Dieter Layer *
Harman Marsman
*
Reinhold Stricker
Otto Greulich (Heidelberg)(parttime)

Surface structures

Wilhelm Ansorge
Richard Barker
John Dickson
Lock-song Kim
Tim Knott* (London)(EMBO)
Peter Kollenz * (Karlsruhe)

M.P. Gaub * (itrassbourg)
J.M.
(Strassbourg)
C. KrUge. (W. Berlin)
P. Oudet (Strassbourg)

Magnetic separation

Tom Reed
Alix Cockcroft *
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Cell fractionation

Kathryn Howell *
Stephen
Annette Scharm
Annick Harel-Bellan * (Villejuif)
Elizabeth Sztul* (Yale, USA)
A. Ito * (.Japan)

Special techniques

Hendrik Vos

Development Support Pool
Alan Fowler *
Technical Bureau

Borje Nilsson *
Pierre Perrot
Marie Posdiena
Horst Schneider
Hans Wittmann

Mechanical Workshop

Hans Flosser (Head)
Leo Burger
Kevin Gallagher
Ian Hutchby
*
Joachim Kohler
Franz Peschl
Helmuth Schaar
*
Thomas Schlicksupp
Walter Schmitt
otto Wernz

Electronic workshop

Carol Stettner (Head)
Hans Krause *
Luciano Pignotti
Alfons Riedinger
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Georg Ritter
Siegfried
Wol fgang Winkl er
Photography and graphics
Claus Christensen
Petra Riedinger (part-time)
,John Stanger
Arnim We ischer
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ADi'1INISTRATION

Finance

Eckart Weis

.
Gabrlele
Becker *
Anke von Bohl (part-time)
Albert Stegmliller
Gabriele Mastmeier
Petra Schmidt *
Alfred Schromm
*
Maryline Sinniier
Hilde Weilgumi
Personnel

De smond Gal e * *
James Pasquill
Christine Barber *
Lionel Melchior
Konrad MUller *
Pamela Needham

General duties

Torben Poulsen
Roland Dopp
Wolfgang
*
Manfred Weingard
(part-time)
Christina Kjar
Catherine Le Pen (part-time)

Meetings secretariat

Frieda Leenart
Nelly van der Jagt
Alexandra Rudloff

Trainee secretaries

Martine Faubel *
Marie-Rose
Sharon Park
*
Elizabeth Potter
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*

SCIENTIFIC SERVICES

Szilard Library

Mary Holmes
Susan Mottram

Microbiological safety officer
*
Hotse Bartlema
Animal house

Heike Deschner *
Maria Hecker *
Annet te Sche ib
Adelheid Schneider
Peter Sommavilla

Laboratory steward and laboratory kitchens
Bodil Holle
Martha Fri*dmann (part-time)
Inge Hauck
Margarete Kinzinger
Waltraud KUhnl.
Ruth Pfistere*
Hedwig Probst (part-time)
Elsa Schmidt
?\1ilena Veckova
Stores

Horst Alsfasser
Hans Herzog
Tony Ismay
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TECHNICAL SERVICES

Building maintenance

*

Sietse Vrugt
*
Ernst Heinmoller
Friedrich Frank *
Manfred Gi.ser
Udo Kirsch
Helmut Kollenz
Richard Mall¥
Willi Riedle

Telephonists

Driver
Caretaker

Diana Firth
Catherine Le Pen (part-time)
Erich Honig
Egon Heer

Guest-house caretaker
Gerda Mack (part-time)
Supervisor of EMBL children at
school
Rosi Benkel 'part-time)
Anne Eppinger (part-time)
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OUTSTATION AT DESY, HAMBURG

Head of the Outstation
*
Heinrich
(Senior Scientist)
Juan Bordas* (Acting Joint Head)
Michel Koch (Acting Joint Head)
Secretary
Elke Peters
Diana Whibley
Scientists

(part-time)

Klaus-S6ren Bartels
Hans-Dieter Bartunik
Juan Bordas
Diana Dainton*
Jules Hendrix
*
Christoph Hermes
Michel Koch
Peter Laggner **
James Phillips

Technicians and engineers
Peter Bendall
Herbert Borgwardt
Eric Dorrington
Peter Gill
Robert Klariig
.Joachim Kuhl
Hans Ludwig
Paul Moir-Riches
Viktor Renkwitz
Bernd Robrahn
Harald Sammet
Karl-Heinz
Walter Weber
§) on loan from Heidelberg
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*

(part-time)

Fellows

Trainees

Visiting workers

Yoji Inoko * (vapan) (EMBO)
Leendert Lijk (Groningen) (EMBL)

.
*
Rudolf Dlmper
Joachim Heuer
Erika Jerzembek
**(G6teborg)
R.
M. Adams
USA)
D.
(Darmstadt)
R. Bauer *(Copenhagen)
C. Boulin* (Heidelberg)
w.
(Martinsried)
C. Chen
D. Collins *(Jxford)
O. Diqebe.g (Liege)
J. Drenth* (3roningen)
G. Elsner *(Hamburg)
K.-E.
(G6teborg)
A. Faruqi *(Cambridge)
M. Feiters* (Utrecht)
A. Gabriel *(Grenoble)
M.
(Basel)
W. Gaykemj (Groningen)
I. Glover
J. Goodf*llow (London)
R. Goody* (Heidelberg)
H. Grew w (MUnster)
K. GUth* (Heidelberg)
M. Guss (Sydiey)
H.J. Hartwann (TUbingen)
G. Henkel* (MUnster)
C. Herwes (Martinsried)
W. HoI (Groningen) *
K. Hornbwch-Svendson (Copenhagen)
G. Huber
H.E. Huxley* (Cambridge)
K. Jellinef (Heidelberg)
J.
(Basel)
M. Just 'Heidelberg)
W.
(Heidelberg)
C. Kalk 'Groningen)
H. Kihara *(EMBL, Heidelberg)
H.J.
(MUnster)
M. Kress (Cawbridge)
R. Ladenstein (Martinsried)
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P.F.
(London)
J. Lowy *(Oxford)
Y. Maeda (H.idelberg)
E. Mandelkow 'Heidelberg)
E.M.
(Heidelberg)
M.
(Paris)
E. Meyer* (Texas A M)
M. Moody *(EMBL, Heidelberg)
R.
(Caracas)
F. Parak
K. Petrato* (EMBL, Heidelberg)
F.
(Oxford)
L. Prespa *
W.
(Hamburg)
D. Pruss *(Hamburg)
R. Pufall
Sir John
(Edinburgh)
W. Rennei (Heidelberg)
H. Riedl *(Heidelberg)
R. Rigler* (Stockholm)
W.
(Gottingen)
M. Sandom (Oiford)
R. Schmelezer* (ZUrich)
T.M. Schu*ter (USA)
Z. Sayers *(Oxford)
U. Simones* (MUnster)
B. Simmons
L. Skolvlokke *(Copenhagen)
J. Slapp.ndale (Goteborg)
D. Spohr
P. Stud.rus (ZUrich)
D. Suck (ijeidelberg)
L. Summers *(London)
R. Torensma 'Groningen)
D. Tsernog.ou (EMBL, Heidelberg)
W. Turnell .(London)
P. Vachette* (EMBL, Heidelberg)
T. Vangaaid (Goteborg)
J. Walter* (Martinsried)
K. Wilson *(Oxford)
F. Winkler (EMBL, Heidelberg)
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OUTSTATION AT ILL, GRENOBLE
Head of the Outstation
Bernard Jacrot (Senior Scientist)
Secretary
Erica
Maury Simms
Scientists

Technicians

Laboratory kitchens
Fellows

Predoctoral fellows

(part-t§me)§
(part-time)

Carmen Berthet
Francesco Borras-Cuesta
Stephen Cusack
Andre Gabriel
Jean-Claude Jes.or
Reuben Leberman
Bernardus Scioot
Karl Simpson
Charlotte Wolff (part-time)
Martin Zulauf
Jean-Marie
Hubert Bono
*
Bernard Dal'Zotto
Franqois Dauvergne
Marie-Therese Dauvergne
Joseph Sedita
Elisabeth Truche
Pierrette Delphine (part-time)
Jadwiga
Martine
Mehrnaz
Stephen

Chroboczek * (Poland) (EMBL)
Cuillel (Grenoblj)(EMBL)
Katouziin-Safadi (EMBO)
Perkins (Oxford) (EMBL)

Alison Foote (jortsmouth)(EMBL)
Jean-Yves Sgro (Grenoble)
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Visiting workers

J. Baldwin** (Portsmouth)
W.
(Moscow)
C. Blake 'Oxford)
A.
(Grenoble)
S. Burley (Oiford)
D.L.D. Caspar *(USA)
A.F.M. Cfemers (Leiden)
C. Crifo
S. Conig.io (Grenoble)
M. Corti
V. Degiorgio* (Milan)
H. Eisenberg
H. Fraueifelder (USA)
R. Giege 'Strassbourg)
D. Herbage 'Lyon)
P. Krijgwman (Leiden)
C. Kroon* (Leiden)
J. Kruse* (Strassbourg)
D. Maras 'Strasbourg)
J.
(Leiden)
A. Miller 'Oxford)
K.
(Berlin)
J.A. Odell *(Bristol)
R.E. Offord
G. Oost*rgetel (Leiden)
F. Podo (Rom*)
M.C. Ronziere* (St. Etienne)
J. Rosenbus.h (Basel)
D.M.
(Bristol)
I. Serdyuk *(Moscow)
J.J. Skehel *(London)
H.
(Helsinki)
A.
(Moscow)
R. Strow (Rome)
D. Wade* (Grenoble)
J. Witz (Strasbourg)
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CONSULTANTS

Ekke Bautz (Heidelberg)
Beer (Munich)
Hans Frauenfelder (Urbana)
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H. Lehrach, "Structure and function of genes coding
histocompatibility antigen from mouse".

for

Kolloquium far Photographie und Bildverarbeitung, Institut
far
Kommunikationstechnik,
Eidgen6ssische
Technische
Hochschule, ZUrich, Switzerland.
P. T. Speck, "Bildcompiler zur automatischen tibersetzung
geometrisch- topologischer Bildstrukturen in graphischrelationale Datenstrukturen".
Institute of Pharmacology,
K. Howell, "Membranes and content
from hepatic Golgi fractions".

di Milano, Italy.
lipoproteins isolated

Institute of Immunology, University of Zarich, Switzerland.
K. Simons, "The life cycle of Semliki Forest virus".
Department
of Anatomy, Medical School,
Pennsylvania, USA.
B.
M.
Jockusch,
"Organisationsmuster
Strukturen in tierischen Zellen".

Philadelphia,
ko n t r a kt i 1 e r

Centre de Genetique Moleculaire, Gif-sur-Yvette, France.
V. Pirrotta, "Genes and gene families in
Dros0p..h.:i.la
development".
Istituto Internazionale di Genetica e Biofisica, Napoli,
Italy.
V. Pirrotta, "Clonaggio di geni regolati durante
10
sviluppo embrionale della Drosophila".
College de France, Paris, France.
D. Louvard, "Mecanismes moleculaires impliques dans
quisition de la polarite des cellules epitheliales".

l'ac-

Ecole Poly technique de ZUrich, Suisse.
D. Louvard, "Occurence in skeletal muscle of antigens
related to the cytoskeleton of intestinal microvilli".
University of New York, USA.
D. Louvard, "Antibodies to the
endoplasmic reticulum".
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Golgi

complex

and

the

HASYLAB, DESY, Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany.
M.H.J.
Koch,
"Recent results in time resolved
diffraction with synchrotron radiation".

x-ray

Institut fUr Medizinische Chemie und Biochemie,
Innsbruck, Austria.
P.
Laggner, "Struktur und Dynamik in Lipoproteinen
f1embranen".

und

Karolinska Institutet, Department of Medical Biophysics,
Stockholm, Sweden.
P.
Laggner,
"Structure and dynamics of lipoproteins and
membranes".
Bayreuth, Federal Republic of Germany.
H. B.
St uhrmann,
"Anomal e
Rontgenstreuung
Synchrotronstrahlung".

Max-Planck-Institut
fUr Neurochemie,
Republic of Germany.
B. Dobberstein, "Membrane integration
transport of plasma membrane proteins".

MUnchen,
and

und

Federal

intracellular

National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.
R.
Cortese, "The structure of the promoter of eukaryotic
tRNA genes".
Stonybrook University, N.Y., USA.
R.
Cortese, "The structure of the promoter
tRNA genes".

of

eukaryotic

Departement de Biologie Moleculaire, Science II, Universite
de Geneve, Switzerland.
G. Cesareni, "The control of initiation of DNA replication
in the plasmid ColE1".
Laboratorio di Genetica Biochimica ed Evoluzionistica,
Universita Pavia, Italy.
G. Cesareni, "The control of initiation of DNA replication
in the plasmid ColE1".
Centro Acidi Nucleici del CNR, Universita di Roma, Italy.
G. Cesareni, "The control of initiation of DNA replication
in the plasmid ColE1".
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Istituti de Chimica Biologica II, Facolta di
Chirurgia, Universita di Napoli, Italy.
G. Cesareni, "The control of initiation of DNA
in the plasmid ColE1".

Medicina

e

replication

Institut fur Biochemie, Universitat Regensburg,
Republic of Germany.
H. Weiss, "Struktur der Cytochromreductase".

Federal

Laboratoire
de Genetique Moleculaire des
Eukaryotes,
Strasbourg, France.
W. Ansorge, Workshop on "Capillary microinjection".
Zoology
Department, University of
WUrzburg,
Republic of Germany.
H.
"Proteins foretelling developmental
during insect embryogenesis".

Federal
pathways

EMBO
Course
on "Molecular
Biology
of
Parasites",
International Institute of Genetics and Biophysics, Naples,
Italy.
G. Warren, "Biological membranes".
August
Biological
Structure
Division,
Brookhaven
Laboratory, Upton, Long Island, N.Y., USA.
P.
"Static and kinetic solution x-ray
studies uSing synchrotron radiation".

National
scattering

Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, CA., USA.
P.
"Static and kinetic studies of biological
macromolecules using solution x-ray scattering methods".
EMBO
on "Electron Microscopy of Nucleic
Biozentrum, Basle, Switzerland.
H. Delius, "Length measurements of nucleic acids".

Acids",

EMBO Course on "Molecular Cloning and Gene Expression",
EMBL, Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany.
G. Cesareni, Instructor.
J.E. Edstrom, "Ultramicromethods for DNA cloning".
N. Murray, Instructor.
V. Pirrotta, Instructor.
M. Zabeau, "Vectors for efficient gene expression".
National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.
D. Louvard,
communication in dog kidney cells
(MDCK) in culture".
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Institut der Molekulare Genetik der
Federal Republic of Germany.
B. Dobberstein, "Molekulare Analysen von
Antigenen".

Heidelberg,
Maus

H-2

His-

Neurobiology Group,
Institute of Biophysics, Academica
Sinica, Beijing, China.
N.
Strausfeld, "structural organization of the insect
visual system".
Fudan University and Academica Sinica, Shanghai, China.
N. Strausfeld,
Two seminars on "The organization of the
central nervous system, and studies of its development by
the use of normal and mutant Drosophila".
Chemistry
Department, Brookhaven National
Laboratory,
Upton, Long Island, N.Y., USA.
S.
J.
Perkins, "Neutron scattering of cytochrome
c
reductase".
Biogen, Geneva, Switzerland.
Ansorge, "Improvements in DNA sequencing
separation".

w.

and

protein

Molecular Biology Institute, U.C.L.A., Los Angeles, USA.
K.
Leonard, "Three-dimensional reconstruction of membrane
crystals
of cytochrome reductase and cytochrome
bC 1
complex."
Max-Planck-Institut
fUr
Biologie,
TUbingen,
Federal
Republic of Germany.
J. E. Edstr6m, "Ultramicromethods for DNA cloning".
Academy of Sciences of USSR, Institute of Crystallography,
Moscow, USSR.
H.B. Stuhrmann, "Anomalous X-ray Scattering".
Academy of Sciences, Institute of High Energy Physics,
Novosibirsk, USSR.
H.B. Stuhrmann, "New experimental techniques in x-ray
scattering, using synchrotron radiation".
Institute
of
Bio-organic
Chemistry,
University
Taschkent, USSR.
H.B. Stuhrmann, "Resonant x-ray scattering as a tool
macromolecular structure research".
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of
in

EMBO Course on "Modern Analysis of Biophysical
Pavia, Italy.
H.B. Stuhrmann, "Contrast variation".

Structures"

Summer
School
of
Biophysics
on
International
Structure
and
Function",
Dubrovnik,
" Supramolecular
Yugoslavia.
P. Laggner, "Partial volumes and thermal expansion of
lipid-protein complexes".
P. Laggner, "X-ray and neutron scattering analysis of
lipoprotein structure".
University of Philadelphia, Johnson Research Foundation,
USA.
H.D. Bartunik, "Time-resolved 3-dimensional
structural
study of MbCO
laser photolysis of the ligand".
October
EMBO Course on "Membrane Traffic in the Animal Cell",
EMBL, Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany.
H. Garoff, "Genetic engineering and membrane proteins".
K. Howell, "The membranes of the animal cell".
D. Louvard, Organizer and instructor.
K. Simons, "Membrane traffic in polarized
epithelial
cells".
G. Warren, "Antibodies to the Golgi complex".
M. Zulauf, "Detergents and their interactions with membrane
proteins".
Max-Planck Institut fUr Psychiatrie, MUnchen,
Federal
Republic of Germany.
in
H. Anderson, "The development of sensory systems
insects" .
Department
of Zoology, Universitat Konstanz,
Federal
Republic of Germany.
D. N!ssel, "Laser ablation studies of insect nervous system
and development".
Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Rhode-St. Genese, Belgium.
V. Pirrotta, "Drosophila development and disperse gene
. famil ies" .
Department
of
Biochemistry
and
Molecular
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain.
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Biology,

J.E. Edstr6m, "Ultramicromethods for DNA cloning".
Hospital, London, England.
G. Griffiths, "Intracellular transport pathway of
Forest virus membrane

Semliki

Photon Factory, Instrumentation Group, Tsukuba, Japan.
M.H.J. Koch, "Recent results from the EMBL Outstation
DESY".
Wallenberg Laboratory, Uppsala, Sweden.
H.D. Bartunik, "Low-temperature protein
using synchrotron radiation".

at

crystallography

Centre de Recherche Experimentale sur Ie Cancer, Villejuif,
France.
J. Dubochet, "Cryo-microscopie electronique".
November
Basel Immunolgy Institute, Basel, Switzerland.
A. Tsugita, "Purification and sequencing of
proteins".

insoluble

of
Davis, CA., USA.
G. Geiger, "The fly and the laser: visual orientation
flies in the absence of specific interneurons".
Department of Zoology, University of Washington,
USA.
G. Geiger, "The fly and the laser: visual
flies in the absence of specific interneurons".

of

Seattle,
of

Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New
USA.
K. Howell, "Heterogeneity of
content lipoproteins".
Department of Chemistry, Universitat Bonn, Federal Republic
of Germany.
K. Simons, "The life cycle of Semliki Forest virus at the
molecular level".
Department
of Virology,
Bochum,
Republic of Germany.
K. Simons, "The life cycle of Semliki Forest
molecular level".
Kolloquium Uber spezielle Fragen
Federal Republic of
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Federal
at

the

Biochemie, Universitat

B.
M.
Jockusch,
"Organisationsmuster
Strukturen in tierischen Zellen".

kontraktiler

de
de Biologie Animale,
Switzerland.
w. Ansorge, "Microinjection into cultured cells and
possible application to cell biology".
Institut fUr Zellbiologie, MUnchen, Federal
Germany.
G. Warren, "Transport of membrane proteins
Golgi complex".
D.

de France, Paris, France.
Louvard, "Compartiments cellulaires et
de la surface des cellules

Republic
through

of
the

domaines

University of California, San Diego, CA., USA.
H.
Reggio, "Antibodies to the Golgi complex and the
endoplasmic reticulum".

rough

John Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, Maryland, USA.
H. Reggio, "The cytoskeleton of intestinal microvilli contains two polypeptides immunologically related to proteins
of striated muscle".
University of Laval, Quebec, Canada.
H. Reggio, "Anticorps contre le complex de Golgi et le
ticulum endoplasmique rugueux".

re-

University of Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
H.
Reggio,
"Le
cytosquelette
des
intestinales
contient
deux
polypeptides
immunologiquement l des
du muscle
Botanisches Institut,
Bochum, Federal
Republic of Germany.
K.S.
Bartels,
"R5ntgenstrukturanalyse
biologischer
MakromolekUle".
Department of Physiology, Medical School, Tokyo University,
Tokyo, Japan.
M.H.J. Koch, "Time resolved x-ray diffraction studies on
striated and smooth muscle using synchrotron radiation".
Jichi Medical School, Minamikawachi, Japan.
M.H.J.
Koch, "Biological applications of
radiation".
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synchrotron

Biophysics Laboratory, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.
M.H.J.
Koch, "Applications of synchrotron radiation
biology and polymer science".

in

Department of Biophysical Engineering, Osaka University,
Osaka, Japan.
M.H.J.
Koch, "Diffraction studies on biological material
using
radiation".
Department of Chemistry, Fukui University, Fukui, Japan.
M.H.J.
Koch, "Application of synchrotron radiation to
structural problems in molecular biology and
polymer
science".
Biophysics Department, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
M.H.J. Koch, "X-ray diffraction on biological systems using
synchrotron radiation".
Karolinska Institutet, stockholm, Sweden.
R.W.
Wijnaendts van Resandt, "Measuring
fluorescence
lifetimes and depolarisation with picosecond lasers".
December
Giessenes
Biologisches
Kolloquium,
Giessen,
Federal
Republic of Germany.
B. Dobberstein, "Wie werden Proteine und Membranen transportiert?"
Department of Biology, Yale University, New Haven, USA.
G. Geiger, "The fly and the laser: visual orientation
flies in the absence of specific interneurons".

of

Department
of Zoology, Universitat Konstanz,
Federal
Republic of Germany.
H. Anderson, "The development of sensory systems
in
Institut fur Reaktortechnik,
Eidgenossische
Technische
Hochschule, Zurich, Switzerland.
M.
Zulauf, "Quasielastic light scattering, small-angle
neutron scattering and neutron spin-echo
spectroscopy
applied to a critical phenomenon".
Institut
Austria.

fur

physikallsche

Chemie,
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Graz,

M. Zulauf, "Micellar interactions in solutions of
detergents".

nonionic

University of Homburg, Federal Republic of Germany.
D. Louvard, "Assymmetric distribution of membrane and cytoskeletal protein in epithelial cells in culture
and
in vivo".
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University,
New York, USA.
H. Reggio, "Antibodies to the Golgi complex and the rough
endoplasmic reticulum".
Universitat Marburg, Federal Republic of Germany.
H. Lehrach, "Structure and functions of genes coding
histocompatibility antigen from mouse".

for

Laboratory of Chemical Physics, University of Groningen,
The Netherlands.
H.D. Bartunik, "Dynamics and kinetics of protein structures
at subzero temperatures by synchrotron radiation".
TUbingen,
Federal
Max-Planck-Institut
fUr
Biologie,
Republic of Germany.
G. Warren, "Transport of membrane proteins through the
Golgi
International Cancer Research Foundation, London, England.
G. Warren, "Transport of membrane proteins through the
Golgi complex".
Biochemistry Department, Birmingham, England.
G. Warren, "Transport of membrane proteins
Golgi complex".

through

the

Clinical Biochemistry Department, Cambridge, England.
G. Warren, "Transport of membrane proteins through
Golgi complex".

the

National Institute for Medical Research, London, England.
G. Warren: "Transport of membrane proteins through the
Golgi complex".
Imperial College, London, England.
G. Warren: "Transport of membrane
Golgi complex".
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proteins

through

the

AT
January
Winter Conference on Brain Research, Colorado, USA.
H. Anderson, "Postembryonic development of insect sensory
systems".
March
Conference on "Structure and DNA Protein Interactions of
Replication Origins", Salt Lake City, USA.
G. Cesareni, L. Castagnoli and R. M. Lacatena, "Genetic
analysis of ColE1-type replication".
International Symposium in honour of Helmut Beinert,"Single
Electron
Transfer in Biology",
Konstanz,
Federal Republic of Germany.
H.
We iss,
"The
structure
of
mi tochondrial
ubiquinol:cytochrome c reductase".
Cours de
electronique de l'Universite
de
Lausanne, Switzerland.
J. Dubochet, "Preparation de specimens pour la microscopie
electronique".
Developmental Biology Meeting, Freiburg, Federal
of Germany.
H. JackIe, "Proteins foretelling developmental
during insect embryogenesis".

Republic
pathways

Table Ronde Roussel Uclaf "Cellular Cytoskeletons", Paris,
France.
B. M. Jockusch and G. Isenberg, "The role of actin binding
proteins in microfilament network formation".
D. Louvard, E. Coudrier and H. Reggio, "Occurrence of the
110 K protein in the intestinal microvillus cytoskeleton at
the periphery of skeletal muscle myofibrils".
Annual meeting on "Neutron Scattering", University of
WUrzburg, Federal Republic of GerYJlany.
H.B.
Stuhrmann,
"Neuer
Anfarbetechniken
in
der
Kleinwinkelstreuung
zur
Untersuchung
des
Ribosomen
MolekUls".
DECUS UK Symposium, Warwick, England.
M.H.J. Koch and P.J. Bendall. "INSCOM
An interactive
data evaluation program for multichannel analyser-type
data".
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FEBS Meeting, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Y. Li, "Membrane bound water-soluble cytochrome c 1 "
April
2. Kolloquium Uber Probleme der Struktur-Funktionsbeziehung
biologischer MakromolekUle, HUnfeld, Federal Republic of
Germany.
D. Suck, "Three-dimensional structure of the skeletal
muscle actin: DNase I complex"
2nd Low Temperature Electron Microscopy Meeting, Cambridge,
England.
J. Dubochet, "Beam damage at low temperature".
3rd
International
Conference
on
Electrophoresis,
Charleston, USA.
W. Ansorge, "Preparation of ultrathin (0.01 - 0.2 mm) gels.
Application to protein separation with a new silver stain".
W. Ansorge & H. Garoff, "DNA sequencing on very thin (0.2
mm) gels".
Symposium of the Sonderforschungsbereich, Berlin, Federal
Republic of Germany.
K. Leonard, "Image reconstruction of cytochrome reductase
and cytochrome bC 1 complex"
Strasbourg Drosophila meeting, Strasbourg, France.
V. Pirrotta, "Cloning of DrosopQilca genes involved in early
development".
Workshop on Axoplasmic Transport, Schloss Elmau, Germany.
D.A. Marvin, "Information that can be obtained from x-ray
fibre diffraction".
EMBO Workshop on "The Role of Cell Surface in Embryonic
Development", Amersfoort, The Netherlands.
D. Louvard and H. Reggio, "Spatial heterogeneity
of
membrane and cytoskeletal proteins in epithelial cells".

Consortium de Microscopie Electronique, Strasbourg, France.
R. Freeman, "Biological application of the STEM".
Conference on "Growth and the
Brighton, England.
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Development

of

Pattern",

H. Anderson, "Projections from sensory neurons
at ectopic sites in insects".

developing

Deutsche Neurobiologen Tagung, Gottingen, Federal Republic
of Germany.
N. Strausfeld, "Identification of pathways in the insect
brain".
International Symposium on "Vectorial Reactions and Ion
Transport in Mitochondria and Bacteria", Bari, Italy.
H.
Weiss,
"The
structure
of
mitochondrial
ubiquinol:cytochrome c reductase".
Meeting
on
"Chromatin structure and
regulation
of
transcription",
Deutscbes
Krebsforschungszentrum,
Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany.
J. Almeida and J-E. Edstrom, "Effect on Balbiani ring
transcription
of the differential inhibition of
the
Balbiani ring derived 75S RNA".
Colloque annuel de la Societe Franq aise de Microscopie
Electronique, Besancon, France.
J. Dubochet, "Preservation de la structure 3-dimensionelle
lors de la preparation de specimens biologiques".
J.-C.
Jesior,
des structures fibrillaires
dans les coupes minces".
K.
Leonard, "Analyse tridimensionelle en
microscopie
electronique "
J. Lepault, "Effets de la temperature et du faisceau
electronique sur les specimens hydrates conjeles".
H. Reggio, E. Coudrier and D. Louvard, "Immunolocalisation
de proteines du cytosquelette associees au microvillosites
et au complexe jonctionnel des cellules epitheliales".

Gordon Research Conference on "Proteins", New Hampton,
N. H., USA.
D. Suck, Poster on n3D-structure of the actin: DNase I
complex at 6i resolution".
Symposium on "Light and the Expression of Genes in Plants
and Microorganisms", Hannover, Federal Republic of Germany.
H.
J. Bohnert, "Genome and gene organization of the
cyanelle from Cvanophora paradoxa".
International Symposium on Thioredoxins, Berkeley, CA, USA.
P. SchUrmann, K. Maeda, D. Woodland, A. Tsugita, G. Harth
and
K. Geider, "Isomers in thioredoxins of
spinach
chloroplasts".
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46th Cold Spring Harbor Symposium "Organization of the
Cytoplasm", Cold Spring Harbor, USA.
B. M.
Jockusch and G. Isenberg, "Vinculin and alpha
actinin:
interaction
with actin
and
effect
on
microfilament network formation".
D. Louvard, E. Coudrier & H. Reggio, "Occurence in skeletal
muscle of antigens related to the 110 K and 140 K proteins
of intestinal microvilli".
International Conference on Biological Membranes "Membranes
in growth and development", Crans-sur-Pierre, Switzerland.
D.
Louvard, H.
Reggio & E.
Coudrier, "Studies on the
formation
of
cell surface domains
using
polarized
epithelial cells in culture (MDCK)".
K. Matlin, "Entry of enveloped viruses into cells".
D. Meyer, "Assembly of membrane proteins".
Gordon Research Conference, Tilton, N.H., USA.
K. Simons, "Entry of membrane viruses".
Groupe francais du cytosquelette "Cellule etTransfert de
l'Irtformation", Banyuls, France.
E. Coudrier, D. Louvard & H.
Reggio, "Structure des
microfilaments des microvillosites: leur association avec
la membrane et analogie structurale avec les microfilaments
du muscle squelettique".
Gordon Research Conference on "Muscle", New Hampton, N. H.,
USA. .
J. Maeda, H.D. Bartunik, M. Just, K. Gath and R.S. Goody,
"X-ray diffraction experiments on contracting arthropod
muscle".
Congress annuel de la Societe Franq ais de Biophysique,
Clermont-Ferrant, France.
J. Lepault, "Microscopie electronique de haute resolution
basse temperature".

Gordon Research Conference on "Developmental
Andover, N.H., USA.
V.
Pirrotta,
"Differential gene expression
Drosophila embryo".

Biology",
in

the

August
Gordon Research Conference on "Energy Coupling Mechanisms",
Plymouth, N.H., USA.
-201-

Y. Li, "Membrane bound water-soluble cytochrome c ".
H. Weiss, "Three-dimensional structure of
ubiquinol:cytochrome c oxidoreductase".
Annual meeting of the Electron Microscopy and Analysis
Group, Cambridge, England.
R. Freeman, "Observation of frozen hydrated sections in the
STEM".
29th Meeting of the Electron Microscopy Society of America,
Atlanta, USA.
J.-J. Chang, "The observation of frozen hydrated sections
by CTEM and STEM".
K. Simons, K. Matlin, H. Reggio & A. Helenius, "Entry of
membrane viruses into animal cells".
Colloquium"" and Workshop on "Membrane Proteins", University
of Aukland, New Zealand.
H. Weiss, "Mitochondrial cytochrome reductase, biogenesis,
structure and function".
H. Weiss, "The use of detergents for the study of membrane
proteins".
H.
Weiss,
"Demonstration
of
membrane
protein
crystallization".
Xllth
meeting
of
the
International
Union
of
Crystallography, Ottowa, Canada.
H.-D. Bartunik, E. Jerzembek, D. Pruss, G. Huber and
Watson,
"Time-resolved protein
crystallography
using
synchrotron radiation".
J. Bordas and M.H.J. Koch, "A camera and data acquisition
system for time resolved x-ray diffraotion".
A. Gabriel, "X-ray proportional detector with delay-line
position for synchrotron radiation".
H.B. Stuhrmann, "Synchrotron radiation".
IX Congress of the International Society of Developmental
Biologists, Basel, Switzerland.
D. Meyer, "Proteins involved in the vectorial translocation
of nascent peptides across membranes".
VII International Biophysics Congress and III Pan-A.merican
Biochemistry Congress, Mexico City, Mexico.
K. Leonard, "Structure of membrane crystals of Neurosoora
mitochondrial proteins" (With B.Karlsson,
T.Arad and H.Weiss)
M. Moody, K. Bartels, H. Bartunik, J. Bordas, R. Brown, A.
Foote, A. Gabriel, H. Kihara, M. Koch, J. Phillips, P.
Vachette, and F. Winkler, A poster on "Structural and
kinetic
x-ray studies of
aspartate
transcarbamylase
(ATCase)".
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S.
J. Perkins and H. Weiss, "Neutron scattering
of
cytochrome c reductase".
D. Suck, "Three-dimensional structure of the actin:DNase I
complex".
International
Biophysics Congress Satellite
Symposium
"State, Distribution and Transport of Ions in Epithelia",
Can-Cun, Mexico.
D. Louvard, K. Soderberg and H. Reggio, "Polarization of
MDCK cells".
Workshop on "Non-Invasive Probes of Biochemical Structure
and Function", Mexico City, Mexico.
S. J. Perkins, "Deuteration levels in cells and proteins by
NMR and neutron scattering".
5th International Congress of Virology, Strasbourg, France.
M.
Cuillel, M. Zulauf and B. Jacrot, Poster on "The selfassembly of Brome Mosaic virus protein".
S. Cusack,
Poster on "Structural studies of influenza
virus".
S. Cusack, Poster on "Structural studies of Alfalfa Mosaic
virus".
C. Devaux, P. Boulanger, M. Zulauf and B. Jacrot, Poster on
"Molecular weight of adenovirus type 2 structural proteins:
new characterization"
J. White, "Membrane fusion activity of influenza virus".
Symposium
on "Neutron Scattering",
Argonne
National
Laboratory, Illinois, USA.
S. J. Perkins, "Deuteration levels in cells and proteins by
NMR and neutron scattering".
S. J. Perkins, A. Miller, T. E. Hardingham and H. Muir,
"Neutron scattering studies on the hyaluronate bindingregion of cartilage proteoglycan".
S.
J. Perkins and H. Weiss, "Neutron scattering
of
cytochrome reductase"
Conference
on
Bacteriophages,
Cold
Spring
Harbor
Laboratory, USA.
N. E. Murray, J. Gough and H. Senior, "Host specificity
genes of E.coli strains".
September
Jahrestagung
Austria.

der

Biochemische
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Gesellschaft,

Vienna,

H.
Lehrach, "structure and functions of
histocompatability antigens from mouse".

coding

for

Congres de Biochimie, Strasbourg, France.
A. Frischauf, S. Kvist, L. Roberts, H. Lehrach and B.
Dobberstein, Poster on "Structure and organization of mouse
histocompatability genes".
Industrial Biotechnology, Rome, Italy.
R.
Cortese,
"Industrial
applications
engineering".

of

genetic

Small Brain Conference, Regensburg, Federal Republic of
Germany.
U. Bassemir, "Evidence for cobalt being associated at
specific synaptic sites after uptake into neurons".
N. Strausfeld, "Strategies for structural analysis of the
nervous system".
4th International Gstaad Symposium on "The Liver: Dynamics
of Structure and Function", Gstaad, Switzerland.
K.
E.
Howell and G. E.
Palade,
"Heterogeneity
of
lipoprotein particles in rat hepatic Golgi fractions".
Symposium of the Nucleotide and Nucleic Acid Group of the
Biochemical Society and the Royal Society of Chemistry,
"Synthetic
Oligonucleotides
in
Molecular
Biology",
Cambridge, England.
M. Bansal, Poster on "Sequence-dependent conformations of
polynucleotides".
Societe Franqaise d'Endocrinologie, 2eme Congres Franq ais
d'Endocrinologie, Paris, France.
D. Louvard and H. Reggio, "Rale du cytosquelette dans l'organisation de la zane de Golgi".
7th EMBO Annual Symposium 1981, "Ribosome structure and
function".
EMBL, Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany.
K.
Leonard, "Electron Microscopy and three-dimensional
reconstruction of 50s ribosomal subunits from thin sections
of crystals". (With A.Yonath, T.Arad, B.Tesche,V.A.Erdmann
and H.G.Wittmann).
D. Meyer, "Components mediating cotranslational insertion
of membrane proteins".
H.B. Stuhrmann, "The determination of the shapes
of
ribosomal proteins in situ using neutron scattering".
DECUS Europe
Germany.

Symposium,

Hamburg,
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Federal

Republic

of

F. Golding, P.J. Bendall and D.M. Dainton. "The addition
of auxiliary processors to a CAMAC data collection system
without changes to the user software."
October:
EMBO Workshop on "In vitro Transcription", Rome, Italy.
G. Ciliberto, "The promoter of eukaryotic tRNA genes".
Annual Meeting of the Italian Society of Biochemistry,
"Biochemical Aspects of Genetic Engineering, Parma, Italy.
R. Cortese, "The structure of the promoter of eukaryotic
tRNA genes".
Annual Meeting of the Italian Society of Development and
Reproduction, "structure and Organization of the Eukaryotic
Genome", Naples, Italy.
R. Cortese, "Transcription of eukaryotic tRNA genes".
Meeting of the American Society for Neuroscience, Los
Angeles, CA., USA.
G. Geiger, "Visual orientation of flies after laser-beam
elimination of specific interneurons".
D. Wissel, "Pathways resolved by transneuronal uptake of
horseradish peroxidase".
EMBO Workshop on "Comparative Anatomy of DNA Replication
and its Control", Dourdan, Paris, France.
G. Cesareni and R. M. Lacatena, "Base pairing of RNA1 with
its complementary sequence in the primer precursor inhibits
CoIE1 replication".
Annual
Meeting of the Italian Society for
Electron
Microscopy, Florence, Italy.
R. Freeman, "The preparation and observation of frozenhydrated biological samples".
Conference on "Membrane Fusion", Titisee, Federal
of Germany.
K. Simons, "Entry of membrane viruses".

Republic

4. DAMG-Symposium Modelle und Strukturen, Hamburg, Federal
Republic of Germany.
P. T. Speck, "Automatische Darstellung und Interpretation
von Linien und Kantenstrukturen in Digitalbildern".
Jahrestagung der Deutschen Biophysikalischen
Hannover, Federal Republic of Germany.
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Gesellschaft,

H.D. Bartunik, E. Jerzembek, D. Pruss and G. Huber, "Timeresolved
3-dimensional study of the
MbCO
structure
following laser photolysis of the ligand".
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Nuclear
Science Symposium 1981, San Fransisco, CA., USA.
J. Hendrix,"A 10 MHz conversion rate time digitizer for
delay-line read-out systems".
Workshop
on
"Photon
Correlation
Spectroscopy
and
Quasielastic Light Scattering", Frankfurt, Federal Republic
of Germany.
M.
Zulauf, "Static and dynamic lightand
neutron
scattering of nonionic micellar solutions".
November
Cryo-Electron Microscopy Group Annual
Federal Republic of Germany.
C. A. Walter, "Cryo-ultramicrotomy".

Meeting,

Dortmund,

21st Annual Meeting of the American Society for Cell
Biology, Anaheim, CA., USA.
K. E. Howell, A. Ito and G. E. Palade, "Heterogeneity of
Golgi Membranes".
D. Meyer, "Proteins involved in the vectorial translocation
of nascent peptides across membranes".
H. Reggio, G. Warren and D. Louvard, "Antibodies specific
to the Golgi complex and the rough endoplasmic reticulum".
Annual Meeting of the Japanese Crystallographic Society;
Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan.
M.H.J. Koch, "The use of synchrotron radiation in molecular
biology".
Symposium
on "New Aspects of Protein structure
and
Function", Osaka, Japan.
A. Tsugita, "New methods for purification and sequencing of
insoluble proteins".
December
Dahlem Conferencelon "Repair and Regulation of the Nervous
System" ,Berlin,
Republic of Germany.
H. Anderson, Rapporteur and invited speaker on "Early
responses to neural injury".
•
Annual Meeting of the Netherlands
Society, Lunteren, The Netherlands.
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Electron

Microscopy

J.
Dubochet,
specimens".

"Electron

microscopy

of

frozen-hydrated

Biochemical Society Winter Meeting, Membrane Group
on Membrane Isolation and Characterization, Kings College,
London, England.
Graham Warren, "Isolation and functional dissection of the
Golgi complex".
Imperial Cancer Research Fund Meeting on "Computers in DNA
and Protein Sequencing", London, England.
G. Hamm, "Developments at
European Molecular Biology
Laboratory"
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SEMINARS

R. Timpl (Martinsried)

structural model of basement membrane proteins:
type IV collagen and
laminin

A.J.P. Docherty (Bristol)

Molecular cloning in
B. SUBTILIS

A. Klier (Paris)

Cloning and expression of
sporulation genes from
bacillus thuringiensis

M.F.G. Schmidt (Giessen)

Viral glycoproteins are
modified by posttranslational binding of fatty
acids

M. Wigler (Cold Spring Harbor,
USA)

Somatic replication of
DNA methylation

M. Weiss

Genetic analysis of cell
differentiation

W.P. Baumeister (DUsseldorf)

Structure of Cell envelope of micrococcus
radiodurans

V. Sasisekharan (Bangalore,
India)

Conformational flexibility and its role in the
structure of DNA

C. Scazzocchio (Essex)

Mosaic genes in the mitochondrial genome of
niQulans

L. Kaariainen (Helsinki)

Repetitive sequences in
1efetive-interfering RNAs
of Semliki Forest Virus

K. Pfenninger (New York, USA)

The establishment of
cellular polarity in the
neuron
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R. Roberts (Cold Spring Harbor,
USA)

Nucleotide sequence of
the adenovirus 2 genome

J.P. Bouche (Toulouse)

Correlation of the physical and genetic maps
within a 470 kilobase
region around the terminus of E.coli K12 DNA
replication--

D. Peatti (London)

Chemically probing RNA
reveals features of
higher order structure
and of RNA-protein
interactions

D. Baltimore (Cambridge, USA)

Viral and cellular genes
in viral oncogenesis

A. Thorpe (London)

Neuropeptides of the
vertebrate type in the
brain of the blowfly,
calliphora

B.K. Vainshtein (Moscow, USSR)

Crystallography of proteins

B. Mahy (Cambridge, UK)

Influenza virus proteins
regulating transcription

Struhl (Cambridge, UK)

The yeast HIS-3 promoter

K. Scherrer (Paris)

Possible involvement of
mRNP in mechanisms of
post transcriptional
control

Farquhar (New Haven, USA)

Proteoglycans and the
functional organization
of the glomerular basement membrane

H. Boedtker (Cambridge, USA)

Walking through the
collagen gene - all the
way

M.-J. Gething (London)

Plasma membrane expression from a cloned copy
of an influenza haemagglutinin gene
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J.H. strauss (Pasadena, USA)

Sequence studies of
alphavirus RNAs and proteins

R. Bravo (Aarhus)

Human and mouse polypeptides sensitive to
changes in growth rate

M. Green (Davis, USA)

Dispersed repeated sequences and mitotic deletion generation in
Drosophila melanogaster

M. Green (Davis, USA)

The production of metastable mutants in

P. Gruss (Bethesda, USA)

Use of recombinant DNA
molecules to study genetic elements involved in
expression of eukaryotic
genes

Tsao Tien-chin (Shanghai,
China)

The life, death and
muscle structure of the
marchioness of Tai (B.C.
210+5 - 160+5) as seen
through the eyes of a
biochemist

W.R. Faruqi (Cambridge)

Millisecond time resolved
x-ray diffraction from
muscle: experimental
techniques and results

A. Ullrich (San Fransisco, USA)

The human insulin gene in
a mouse: alteration of 5'
flanking sequences

A. Nordheim (Cambridge, USA)

Z DNA: search for its
natural occurrence and
biological function

W. Fiers (Gent)

The human fibroblast
interferon gene and its
expression in heterologous cell

D.L.D. Caspar (Waltham, USA)

Polyoma virus capsid
structure: all 72 capsomeres are pen tamers

H. Boman (Stockholm)

A molecular approach to
insect immunity
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T.F. Smith (Marguette, U.S.A.)

New statistical analyses
appear capable of distinguishing between "selected" (functional or
structural) and "hardware" imposed characteristics in genetic sequences

R.J. Feldmann (Bethesda, U.S.A.)

Manipulation and display
of nucleic acid structures in two and three
dimensions

B. van der Zeist (Utrecht)

The multiplication strategy of corona-viruses

B. de Kruijff (Utrecht)

Structural and functional
aspects of non-bilayer
lipids

G. Ruvkun (Cambridge, U.S.A.)

Site directed transposon
mutagenesi.s of symbiotic
nitrogen fixation genes
from rhizobium meliloti

w.

Three-dimensional electron microscopy of aperiod ic obj ects

Hoppe (Martinsried)

R. Peters (Frankfurt)

Translational diffusion
in the plasma membrane
of single cells

H. Hoppeler (Bern)

The need for morphometric
measurements in ultrastructural studies

B. Groner (Karlsruhe)

Hormone regulated expression of a cloned and
modified MMTV gene

W. Chiu (Tucson, U.S.A.)

Low dose electron crystallography of soluble
proteins

I. Palva (Helsinki)

Construction of a bacillus subtilis secretion
vector

G.J. Haemmerling (Heidelberg)

Antigenic structure and
function of major histocompatibility antigens
analysed with monoclonal
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antibodies
M. Steinmetz (Pasadena, U.S.A.)

Identification and analysis of genes from the
major histocompatibility
complex H2 of the mouse

T. Kreis (Rehovot, Israel)

Dynamics of microinjected
cytoskeletal proteins
within living cells

F. Ramirez (New Jersey, U.S.A.)

Molecular characterization of the human collagene genes
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LECTURES

P. Chambon (Strasbourg)

In vitro and in vivo
promoter sequences for
eukaryotic RNA polymerase

B

D. Michie (Edinburgh)

Expert systems

H. Frauenfelder (Paris)

Protein dynamics

K. Murray (Heidelberg)

Molecular biology versus
hepatitis B virus

K. WUthrich (ZUrich)

Protein conformations in
solution and in lipid
matrices by high resolution NMR

w.

Processing of optical
information by the visual
system of the fly from
behaviour to neurocircui try

Reichardt (TUbingen)

A. Monroy (Naples)

The ascidian embryo as a
model for the study of
some problems of fertilization and development
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